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The Lumberjack will not be published next Wednesday due
to Thanksgiving break. It will return to newsstands in two
weeks on Dec. 4.
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Colleges of HSU unite?

Department chairs endorse merger

@ Final decision now lies

=
=
j--

in hands of President
McCrone.

3

How much would
you pay for a 12-

pack of condoms if
you were in a pinch?
Five dollars? Ten?

Maybe $15? Not if

cp

you bought them at

the Giant's Cupboord
in the Residence

Halls and haven't

Gy Matt liewow
TUMBERIACK STAFF

used
all your original
‘ " points.

|

The proposed merger of the College
of Behavioral and Social Sciences and
the College of Arts and Humanities has
been recommended by both colleges
and the provost and now lies in the
hands of President Alistair McCrone.
“I have submitted to the president
my recommendation and we are awaiting the president’s decision,” said
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you didn’t use cash.

(See story on page
4)

Alfred Guillaume, vice president ofaca-

demic affairs.
The Council of Department Chairs
of CBSS and CAH have voted to recommend the merger by an “overwhelming majority,” CAH Dean Mark Rocha

gious studies, speech communication,
theatre arts and women’s studies.
The CBSS includes departments
such as anthropology, ethnic studies,
geography, history, political science,

said, adding that he expects McCrone
to approve the merger.

which would most likely be named the
College of Arts, Humanities and So“I don’t see any negatives, period,”

second language, global competence
and multimedia computer capability,”

tion, developing interdisciplinary programs, curriculums which have a for-

He said the proposed merger would
make it easier for this to be accomplished because it would cut out some

he said.

he said, listing advantages
such as making it easier to improve general educa-

such as art, English, foreign

journalism, music, philosophy, reli-

deans rather than one,” he said.

hub, we want to add on these spokes of

cial Sciences.

ents

One ofRocha’s specificideas, which
he said the proposed merger would
help accomplish, is to revise general

to take courses which fit three “spokes.”
“Whatever the student majors in asa

pects of having a combined college,

the end of this semester due to health
problems.

bureaucracy.

education so that all students will have

Rocha said he sees no negative as-

would become dean of the merged college.
The proposed merger is the resultof
the resignation of CBSS Dean Lee
Bowker, who has resigned effective at

eign language component, improving
advisement to students and purchasing technological resources such as

computers.

psychology, social work and sociology.

Under the proposed merger, Rocha

The CAH includes de

’

Wi The health center

“When you're talking across colleges, you have to go through two sets

is offering ‘quit kits
| '® help smokers who

of committees and administrators and _| Went to take port in
tomorrow's ‘Great

Guillaume also said that he finds | American Smokeout.

numerous positive aspects of the pro- | The kits ore
posed merger.
available today and
“I think there are any number of _ | tomorrow
on the

possibilities, and I think the opportu- _| University Center
and on the
nityto...haveamoreinteractivelearn- | Quod
ing process toward critical thinking, | second floor of the

toward analysis and toward looking at | JGC.

human society is a wonderful opportunity,” he said.

See College merger, page 10

(See story on page

7)

Associated Students accuses

Provost of excluding students
A.S. Vice President of Student

By Wichaa! Pett

cluded from the decision making

process is not new. He said stu-

i

that
Affairs Ben Winker suggested

Amemo from Vice President of
mic
Affairs AlfredGuillaume
Acade

Guillaume to explain his vision at _ from discussions about the ethnic
studies program last year and the
a future meeting.

Travis was the source of contro-

_coricerned with how reorganiza-

invite

dents were originally excluded

Metiibersof A.S. said they were

trimester program this year, be-

versyat Monday's Associated Stu- _ tion of the Office of Academic Af-

“Things are being done without

the

to Academic Senate Chair John

council

should

fairs couldpossibly affectstudents.
dents meeting.
will say that this
“(Guill
The subject of the memo was)
atid:is not a stud
the reorganization of the Officeof affects faculty
~~, issue,” Wagner.sa

Academic Affairs.

neeting.

A.S. President Keith Wag

said he brought the memo

council’s attention becau

“My biggest problem with go-

ing'to (the Office of Academic Af-

the process.”

airs)

8

The part of the me

Wagner singled out stated; “The * ahythingabout the prov

detail.

sense.”

how to address the issue.

dents were “being excluded

Provost should concentrate
forts on creating anre
o llec
faaesoF
d
un
é
cd
en
nb
ee
dha
sion.” The memo did not explain
Guillaume’s “personal vision” in

consultation,” Wagner said. “I
originally thought it was not calculated, but I’m really losing this

__ But Wagner said he was unsure

,

position is

to.

fore A.S. got involved.

ig
lis

ment.
After the meeting, Wagner said
the problem of students being ex-

is that they should know bet-

+,” Wagner said. “I know ifwe go

to Guillaume and make a fuss he'll

~ Jet us in, but I don’t think that’s

how it should be.”
“Wagner said he felt the problem

could be solved, but he added that

it would be a “mistake to think
l on their own.”
get better
things wil

0 emia r for the task force

The One-Card project is
based on the premise that banking and long-distance companies would provide convenient
and efficient services to users,

~The

forum madeit clear that

level ofsupport
there wasahigh
for opposing the One-Card

See One-Card,
page 8
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How much is that cereal in the Cupboard?

Residence Hall shop
in enough revenue to cover all our expendi-

By[UMBERJACK
Eston Babity
STAFF

RAT
eke

age

Se

ee

Soe

tures,” he said.

oz. box of Kellogg’s Frosted Flakes? You
may have already, without even realizing it.
Housing and Dining Services charges
between 3 and 4 cents per point when students first purchase a meal plan, depending
on the plan. —
The Mini
Plan costs 4,

conte pee
oint,
the
Green Plan
osteo rpe.

We operate the same way as any other —_theirownpace;
‘
light
t
business would operate —wehoveto — wer'tpayextra
bring in enough revenue to cover all our bac.

anne ma

expenditures.”

the

Humboldt

Plan costs 3
cents
per
point. —

Additional points
can be bought later for
)

one cent per point.
Burt Nordstrom, CEO of Lumberjack
Enterprises, which provides dining services
to HSU, said that the additional 2 cents per
point
goes to pay LJE’s additional expenses.
These expenses include rent, insurance and
labor costs.
“We operate the same way as any other
business would operate — we have to bring

Also, he said,
students can

‘sadeet teammc cam wie ae food
ee

eee

out of the dining facility.
A point system allows LJE to provide

more than one location on campus,
a better
P

variety of foods and more packaged items,
Nordstrom said.
A report of intended price increases, purchasing plan and budget problems must be
reviewed on a
basis.
Nordstrom reports toa board of directors
and, in turn, the board reports to Alistair

See UE, page 8

° Frosted
rir

Jerry’s ice cream? How about $15 for a 15

Any extra money left over at the end of the
year is put into a Facilities Development
Reserve, which can only be used by the
board of directors for upgrading facilities
and equipment when needed.
LJE runs the Depot, the “J,” the Giant’s
Cupboard, Windows Cafe and the
Lumberin’ Jack.
Nordstrom said by running on a point
system, students
can eat at

er
ae
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Would you pay $6.60 fora pint ofBenand

an

s

p

e Fhuit Loops

(15 02.) 380 pts. = $11.40

Rice Crispies

(15 oz.) 330 pts. = $9.90

e Corn Pops

(15 02.) 340 pts.

= $10.20

e Crunch Berries (15 02.) 350 pts. = $10.50

(120z.) 245 pts. = $7.35

e Fig Newtons

¢ Ben and

> 002) $3.39

4 (15 oz.) 500 pts. = $15

Jer y's

$3.69

(10 oz.) $3.49

’

$2.69
(10.02) $3.59
$4.09 _ (10.9 02.) 84.29

(15 02,) 83.59

$3.89
(16 02.)$3.35

(16 oz) $2.89

ie

$2.99

(1 pint) 220 pts. = $6.60

$2.93

(2 ea.) 200 pts. = $6.00

$1.99

$1.99

Party Pizza

110 pts. = $3.30

$1.59

$2.49

e Kraft Mac
and Cheese

(7.25 oz) 85 pts.= $2.55

$.69

$7.25

ice cream wm

e Hot Pockets
¢ Totino's

¢ Hershey's

Gutote syrup (5.5 oz.)110 pts.= $3.30 (16 oz.) $1.99

¢ Trojan ENZ

(12 count) 580 pts.= $17.40

$4.99

$1.99

(3 pack) $2.15

PETE CHENARD

GRAPHICS EDITOR
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View Lumilborjactis
Van Duzer Theatre for a concert.
Anonymous complaints are filed

concerning noise and of the transients harassing staff members.

Two Arcata Police units are

called in for backup. The problem

is resolved.
¢ A student refuses to leave the
computer lab at Jenkins Hall when
by an instructor to do so.
The studentleaves
upon UPD con-

Nov. 12

e A student reports being
struck by aman ona skateboard
in front of House 55. UPD officers are unable to locate the
skater, described
asa white male

wearing a

gray turtleneck.

¢ The odor ofmarijuanaemanating from the first floor ofSunset Hall is reported.
¢ A small bud of marijuana
and two pipes are confiscated

from a resident at Redwood
Hall. The incident will be
handled administratively.
Nov. 13
¢ Anoise complaint of drummers on the Art
is filed.
The players are advised of the
complaint and the area is quiet
upon UPD departure.
¢ A crowd of transients are
reported attempting to enter the

tact.

¢ An altercation between a man
and a woman at Founders Hall is
reported. The argument, adomestic dispute, is reportedly about

some pictures. The incident involved the two throwing food at
each other.
e A white male in his twenties,

carrying a green towel, is reported
trying to use the showers at Redwood Hall. When asked to leave,
he moves to the dumpster area behind the hall. UPD is unable to
locate the man upon arrival.
¢ Theatre Arts Building — An
officer walk-through is requested
after two subjects attempt to enter
the KHSU Radio Stationat 10 p.m.
One person, withoutidentification
is seen, advised of complaint and
escorted from the building.

Nov. 14
¢ A computer monitor and an
overhead projector
are stolen from
Siemens H.
¢ A men’s mountain bike is stolen from near the Special Events

Library, choking on its chain.
The animal is transported to
the Humane Society in Eureka.
Nov. 18
¢ Two people are observed
sleeping in a vehicle at the Mai

have been unlocked oa’ leaning
against a fence.
Nov. 15
¢ A half-written message reading “Clearcut Hea” is scrawled on

warned and advised regarding
campus camping regulations
and sent on their way.
e A large group is reported
using the Lower Playfield that
had been posted as closed. It
turns out to be the cross country team practicing for the big
meet this weekend. Arrangements are made with campus
officials for the team to use the
field.
¢ Drummers are reported
making a noise at the east entrance ofthe Students and Business Services Building. The
(hand, not bongo) drummers
areadvised ofthe complaintand
agrees to move along.
¢ A student drops a weight
on her foot at Forbes Complex.
Sheis transported to Mad River
Community Hospital with a
possible broken toe.

Field. The bike was reported to

the Natural Resources Building in
fluorescent orange. The culprit
appears to have been interrupted
during the deed.
e The previous message,
“Clearcut Headwaters,” finds its

fluorescent orange way to the west
side stairs of Founders Hall.
Nov. 16

¢ People are reported running
on the roof of the University Center. Two female juveniles are contacted and released
to their mother.
¢ Charcoal drawings are found
on a rear cement wall of the Art
Building. Clean up costs are esti-

mated at $25.

Nov. 17
¢ A black Lab puppy is brought
to UPD. The dog is reported to
have been tied to a tree near the

Kai Parking Lot. They are
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“What a Great Experience!

{77

Learning the Language.
Meeting people. Coming
face to face with history,
art and architecture,
culture, food and fun.
UNIVERSITY STUDIES
ABROAD
CONSORTIUM...
Small classes. Personal
attention. Fully accredited

Come visit our
new restaurant,
we're open 24 hours
and the espresso
is fresh ground.
See you soon!

— receive university

credit. We provide great
classes in intensive
language, history,
anthropology, art,
business, economics,

political science...

University Studies Abroad Consortium
~ University of Nevada Library

(702) 784-6569
¢ E-mail:
CHILE

¢

Mail Stop 323
unredu ¢

¢ / Reno, Nevada 89557-0093
: http://www.scs. mncamia/ ~usac

¢ FRANCE «¢ ITALY ¢ SPAIN ¢ AUSTRALIA ¢ NEW ZEALAND
ENGLAND ¢ GERMANY ¢ THAILAND « COSTA RICA

®

oe

wenawe

LOCAL
MICROBREWS
1 Taner

*

ee

dnd Gualous

1460 Central Ave.,
MckKinleyville
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The memo, written in re-

sponse to the town hall meeting held Sept. 25, listed conclusions arrived at by the committee, including:
e Any specific proposals for
calendar framework is premature at this time.
¢ The campus recognizes
and values the concept of flexible scheduling.
° A flexible year-long plan

The Campus Center
for Appro-

priate Technology is holding sev-

DOS, PC and Mac versions from

Council member-elect, will in-

the

struct on how to use alternatives
to toxic cleansers, polishes and
Drano at the “Green Cleaning
Products Workshop” on Dec. 10
from 7-9 p.m.
The “Environmental Impact
Report Workshop” on Dec. 13
from 1-4 p.m. will discuss the ef-

campuses can now do so over the
Internet.

Web

site:

_http://

www.xap.com/xapWWW/Calif/

csu.html. For help with the electronic applications, call (800)
GOTOXAP.
In addition to the electronic application, CSU Preliminary Aid Information System, a program that

site address
is:
www.cdsintl.org.

Exchange program
offered in Germany

offered by UNCF

CDS International, Inc. is now

accepting applications for the
1997-98 Congress-Bundestag
Youth Exchange Program, which
sponsors students to live a year in

The United Negro College
Fund is offering several scholar-

ships for African-American stu-

dents pursuing careers in biomedical research.
The scholarships include 15
undergraduate science research
scholarships that cover tuition of
up to $25,000 (for students ex-

Germany.

Students selected to participate
will spend two months learning
German, four months studying ata
German technical/professional
schoolor university and six months
as an intern with a German organization or business.
Applicants must be 18-24 years
old. German language ability is not
required, but strongly recommended.
The deadline for completed applications is Dec. 15.
For more information and an
application, contact: CongressBundestag Program, CDS Inter-

pecting to graduate in 1998),12
graduate fellowships thatinclude

stipends of up to $25,000, and
10 postdoctoral fellowships that
include stipends of up to
$40,000.
Students can obtain applications
offices.
The
ion must be postmarked for return to The ‘Col

eS
1997.

“Children by Choice”

Six RIVERS

PLANNED PsrENTHOOL
Birth Control Services/Pregnancy Counseling

Low Cost Confidential HIV/AIDS Testing
Drop-in Teen Clinic Tues. and Thurs. 3-5:30
A Trusted Place for Your Questions
6 Harrison Ave.

ee

95501

congratulate new members!
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Stipends of up to 40K

eral events in December, includ-

Students who do not qualify for
the fee waiver should mail the $55
application fee to the Chancellor’s
Office.
Applications are available in

California State University’s 22

cbyx@cdsintl.org. The Web

826-3551.

ing a potluck and several workshops.
Everyone is encouraged to bring
their grandma’s favorite vegetarian or vegan dish to “Grandma’s
Home Cookin’ Potluck” on Dec.
2 from 6-7:30 p.m..
CCAT is sponsoring the “Water Meter Installation Workshop”
on Dec. 6 from 3-5 p.m. so people
can learn how to install a water
meter in their homes.
Jennifer Hanan, Arcata City

Students applying to any of the

5010, (212) 497-3500. The email
address
is:

by Jan. 15,

|

Joarongeo

The FlexCalendar Committee, which is studying the trimester model, is aiming to
adopta flexible year-round calendarin the 1998-99 academic
year, according to a Nov. 15
memo addressed to the campus community.

CSU system accepting
Internet applications

CCAT offers potluck,
workshops next month

national, Inc., 330 Seventh
Ave., New York, NY 10001-

8 @

possible in 1998-99

specific financial aid information,

will be at the same Web site.

fect on the surrounding environment of the new five-story building
that will be built in three years.
For more information, stop by
the Buck House (House 97) or call

ogee

Trimester calendar

provides students
and parents with

o> ss

merits further exploratio
and disn
cussion.
¢ Issues relating to impact on
student, faculty, staff and facilities
maintenance must be adequately
addressed.
The FlexCalendar Committee’s
proposals will be presented to students and faculty for review before
a plan for implementation is made.
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One day at a time

National Smokeout day a chance to quit
@ HSU Health Center offers
‘quit kits’ today and Thursday
to help smokers deal with

give their bodies a smoke-free day — or use
it as a
-board for a longer period of

nicotine withdrawl.

quit do a little more self-reflection about
whether or not tobacco is a positive part of

the day — just to know what it feels like to
quitting,”

said.

“I hope that people who don’t chose to
© Coughing, sinus

Satigue. shortness
s
of breath

their lives,” she said.

By Grlen Sallty
TUMBERACK
STAFF
Thursday is the 20th annual Great American Smokeout.
Sponsored by the American Cancer Society, the Smokeout is a day in which smokers

are encouraged to not smoke for a day.
The term Smokeout was coined in 1971

+ lia

An “adopt-a-smoker” booth will also be
set up in the Quad where nonsmokers
can
adopt a smoker for the day. The nonsmokers can help serve as support for the quitting
smoker.
Business administration and biology
sophomore Tom Fitzsimon said that the
Smokeout would not be very effective at

regrow

the args.

increas

waa

HSU.
the Great American Smokeout did not be- = “I don’t think that the people who should
come a nationwide celebration until 1976. _ take it seriously are going to,” he said.
The HSU Health Centerwillbedistribut- | Does Phelps think there isa high percenting “quit-kits,” which were donated by the
of smokers on
us?

by Arthur P. Mullaney ofMassachusetts but

American Cancer Society,onthe University

or ig on
and

in

the

Housing office on the sec-

ond floor of

theJolly Giant

building to-

Thursday.

“Yes. Y-E-S, yes. I feel like every other

CEs

°

PETEOR

|

A lot of people smoke on the Quad. Since
it is highly visible, people
who might not
s

walk by

:
‘
——
people doing it. That might entice them

Alcoand
hol survey

have smoked otherwise see a lot of other

into it more because it seems normal here.”

Health
Educator Jennifer Phelps

~ and living group advisers will help distribute the quit kits, which will include hard
candies to suck on, “worry stones” to rub,
coupons for a free burger at Burger Time in
Eureka and other things to help fight

JENNIFER PHELPS §
health educator

smoking.”

is

According to the

Core Drug

otyc0’ary

dents
in
1994,
HSU’s has

four percent more smokers than thecollege

ave:
Phelps had two theories as to why this

was.
She said one reason could be HSU’s small,

cravings.

“I hope that people will decide to quit for

“A lot of people smoke on the Quad,” she

said. “Since it is highly visible, people who
might not have smoked otherwise
see a lot of
other people doing it. That might entice
them into it more because it seems normal
here.”
- Her other idea had to do with the type of

people drawn to HSU. “I think that
Humboldt attracts the type of students that
go against the grain,” Phelps said. “Tobacco is sort of a rebellious thing to do.”
Phelps is also in the process of starting a

“Stop Smoking Support Group” on campus. Anyone who is interested in participating can contact Phelps at the Health Center.
There will bean informal discussion group
meeting on the third floor of the Jolly Giant

Commons Thursday night at 8. Both smokers and nonsmokers are invited to talk about
smoking and the tobacco industry.
Phelps said she hopes that the discussion

will provoke self-reflection in many smokers.

@ CHANCES ARE
Singles network

Ladies under 30 1/2 price Parties. and Dinners
You choose from hundreds Confidential

Paris

265

Rome

335

Amsterdam
Madrid
eee
a

309
299
9329
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LJE

One-Card

residence halls, one from Associ-

ated Students), four community
members, two faculty members and
two administrators.
Edward

“Buzz”

Webb,

vice

president of student affairs, and
Donna Sorensen, director of fiscal

affairs, serve as the two administrative members. Nordstrom and
McCrone sit on the board as non-

voting members.
Nordstrom said the board “has

oversight and gives direction to

iliaries” — Associated Students,

are bought from United Grocers,
located between Arcata and Eureka.
LJE sets up a time when different vendors can place bids on items
they wish to sell. This creates a
competitive market, allowing LJE
to - better oe Rudebock said.

the University Center, the HSU
Foundation and LJE.

Director of Dining Ronald
Rudebock said that LJE buys from
over 50 vendors.
“We try to buy alot of our products pec
he said.

tan
Lemberiack: Would 3you
or that you havea monopoly
‘ort Neditohae Iwoulddisiggee with Galea toe seoec aan
the people on campus have the
option to walk downtown or
across the freeway to the stores

and restaurants there and purchase the foods or products they

ucts sold at the Giant’s Cupboard,

k e To
point,

hall smiclsic ise conte:isa

LJ: Did Dining advertise that

-meal contract. You can call that a

the points cost more than three
cents when originally pur-

:monopoly. Oneof the key reasons
that’s done is if you didn’t have
those folks on a meal contract

an-gers
that wall aol to be taken into
consideration.

say

LK; In the Dining contract
literature, it doesn’t come out
and say, ‘3 centsa point.’ It does

thatat this price, you get this
many flex dollars
and this many

would like there. They’re not
Lj: How do dhe dadelplanieandt . Jpoints. —
forced to go here.
the point system work?
-Burt Nordstom is CEO
of LJE
Lj: But most residence hall .
Lori Kerrigan:
on

students
have to buy ameal plan

in order to live on campus.

Wouldyoucall thatamono oly?
BN: Part of their one

the meal plan, it’s rough

Sen

point forthe basicmeal plan. When
you run out of points, you buy

additional points for a penny per

and Lori Kerrigan is director
of business
administration

for LIE.

Interview
by Erica Reilly

initiative,” Perryman said.

cember by the Chancellor’s plan-

“It’s not the university’s responsibility to shop for us. That’s not
their job to do that.”
Healso said the One-Card issue
may come back in the future.

ning team to give other CSUs more
time to analyze the project,
Perryman said.
The delay was prompted by a
resolution by the California State
Student Association, an organization that represents the students of
the CSU to Chancellor Barry

A.S. President Keith Wagner

Munitz, Board of Trustees and the

said although the task force and
A.S. rejected the card, HSU still
has an opportunity to take part in
the project once the final bidders
are known.
The final vendors won’t be decided until the beginning of next
year, he said.
For the other CSUs that agree
to participate in this project, their
contracts will last three years.
Vernor said when the contracts
expire, “HSU can be requested
to participate in the process

state legislature, which stated concerns over the privacy of students
and “undue influence of private
industry.”

Brian Vernor, an Associated Stu-

dents undeclared representative

who served on the task force, said,

again.”

“In the future, (any project
should) have student involve-

ment from the beginning,” he
said.
He also said there should be
more communication from the
administration towards faculty,
staff and students.
Friday was the original deadline
for the 16 participating CSUs to

However, the task force recom-

mended the campus long-distance
telephone service, which “will have
no impact on students at all,” he
said,
The phone serviceis related only
to on-campus calling and does not
include the residence halls, he said,

but it “doesn’t mean that HSU has

signed up for the offer.”
Perryman, who wrote the
“HSU and the CSU One-Card
Initiative” position paper, said
only through “the best and final
offer” will HSU continue with
that portion of the proposal.
A final long distance telephone
provider has not been approved
to support the recommended
service by the task force at this
time.

Ad Designer
Wanted for Spring 97
Work for the Lumberjack Newspaper
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¢Power Mac experience is essential
¢Must be familiar with Adobe Illustrator,
Photoshop and Pagemaker
¢Have to able to use scanner and
Suitcase/Master Juggler
$50.00
MT mS
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up of four students (three from the

turn in recommendations. The
deadline was delayed to early De-

Ce

The board of directors is made

Produce and meat products are
bought locally whenever possible;
canned and trozen goods are purchased from Allied Sysco in Fremont.
Commercial and brand name
goods, such as Kellogg’s and
Nabisco cereals and other prod-

lCUlC

McCrone, the university president.

the management.” He said they
approve the annual budget andalso
make and review policies.
Nordstrom said LJE is a nonprofit auxiliary corporation for the
CSU system that meets about once
a month.
McCrone has general oversight
over the campus and its four “aux-

26 0CUrE
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Tonight’s presentation focuses on injustice and struggle under Chinese rule
founders will give a first-hand account of the Tibetan struggle.
Arcata is one of the group’s last

This summer, it seemed “Free

Tibet” was a buzz phrase for hundreds of Northern California
youth.
Yet, it was a Bay Area concert

featuring the Beastie Boys and
Smashing Pumpkins rather than
social injustice that was on their
minds.
Rest assured, today’s version of
Free Tibet isn’t some $30, MTV-

hyped, celebrity infested, rock ‘n’
roll extrava
Rather, the audience will hear the brutal truth of
how China took over the country
and forced eet Tibetans into exile.
Inits presentation, “Free Tibet”
today, Solutions for Action

stops before heading

back to

Dharamshala, India.

There, the

dentand Solutions
in Action member.
Since 1959, virtually all Tibetan
Monasteries hate noid destroyed

founders
will continue to work with

and more than 100,000 refuge ees
have been forced to flee to Nepal

political and spiritual leader, the

and Northern India.

Dalai Lamaand otherrefugees
who
have escaped Tibet.
By working
with Tibetan refu-

Elgin said what makes the

gees on Tibetan policies and familiarizing Americans with their

struggles, the group hopesto
free

Tibet from Chinese rule.

The Chinese government took

over Tibet in 1949. In 1959,
China seriously started oppressing what used to be Tibet by

beating, killing and forcing

women to have abortions and be
sterilized,

said

Marian

“Nymiah” Elgin, an HSU stu-

struggle of the Tibetan independence unique and more obscure is
their nonviolent approach.
“That’s what makes their

struggle so long. In Tibet, there’s
an illusion that, because there

haven’t been any battles, it’s OK
that (the Chinese) are there,” she
said.
Solutions in Action members
will show slides, give a brief
history and share stories about
the situation in refugee camps
and their work with the Dalai
Lama.
In addition to educating,
Elgin hopes to spark local action by starting a “Students for
a Free Tibet” chapter on campus.
Students fora Free Tibet have
active chapters on more than

70 campuses nationwide. The focusis to “get students to put enough
pressure on the university so they
divest its financial interest in companies that are in China,” Elgin
said.
“That’s what got apartheid out
of South Africa — economic boycott,” she said

“It can happen for Tibet, too.”
You don’t have to totally commit to the cause to come to the
presentation, she said.
“T really encourage people to, if
they don’t feel they’re in a place
where they can make a commitment to any action, come and get
informed and understand what’s
happening,” Elgin said.
Solutions in Action’s Free Tibet
presentation
will begin at 7 p.m. in
Founders 163.
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2nd & C St. Eureka

445-3155

2Street@Northcoast.com

Think You Might
Be Pregnant?
FREE pregnancy testing
all services free and confidential

Crisis Pregnancy Center
OF THE NORTH COAST

607 F Street, Arcata

822-7039
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‘Free Tibet’ not just for concerts anymore
By Extlen Stalder
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Repairs, improvements
made to campus e-mail
system to avoid shutdowns

but what

_

I hope that will
emerge is a strong
coll

Henry Bis:

Hinifalyand studentinput,”
_

“The ———— an ongiven_

sor William Ta:

at

believes the proposed merger

benefits iwwe merge.”

each other.

a “T've always considered lip

_or

five
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tory ahumanity, andmostofus

i

HSU
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and

mal

pu
no letter
“controversy”
in
pos SNYDER
to the editor

with the old software, so we’ve

continues to offer

quick

tant

bowers bs

position of being unable to send

or receive e-mail from off-campus sites until the cable could be
repaired by PG&E.
Computer Information Sys-

vices manager.
“We've gotten a new version

of PINE (AXE?’s e-mail reader)
and switched toa different transporter, so e-mail should be delivered a lot faster.”
Simpson said the new trans-

p

always follow in th college,”

wanted to be associated with |
_eterons

day the cable connecting the

done two things,” said Dave
Simpson, HSU’s computing ser-

: “We follow the process we

an excel-

The new software was installed
Thursday, ironically the same

campus to the Internet went
down.
The mishap left students in the

no staff was available to respond.
“We were having problems

tel,

one.

failed, often on weekends when

.
fesse published in last
ee
ate ee essor
week's Lumberjack,
oo
~~
said he did nothing
id. “V le: different than usual in this Bre

yea

need

* that part of it has

ae that the “Proposed
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-

hesaid. “Itlooks like

4 ~ been planned,”
who
simply \weren't a“Rocha,
gent sed ont

Guilloume ond —

would be helpful
to providing opportunities fordepartments to work more ‘ih

used for handling most of the
campus’ e-mail traffic.
The change was made in response to increasingly frequent
interruptions in delivery of email when the previous software

process has been one to really

tems

for

the

mer

Llane

Bob Snyder, an associate proferia
hloophy depart

id there ren

Pere

ee

or

ruption didn’t pose a serious
problem for his classes.
“It affected my classes — I had

to come up with something we
could do locally,” Darnell said.
“But you have to expect that
when you rely on technology in
your classes, and we'll recover
the lost time.”

HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY CENTER
BOARDOF DIRECTORS
STATEMENT
OF FINANCIAL POSITION
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Current Assets:
Cash On Hand & Commercial
Accounts

$

261.218

PLANT
AuND

$

Total Cash

261,216

266,536

Accounts and Other Receivables

65,146

12.448

inventories
Prepaid Expenses

8

Of

Equipment. Furniture & Fixtures

maltanienaa

Less: Accumulated Depreciation

PIO)

$

___106 522

56,069

106,522

56,869

544,036

1,007,805
24,202

463.504

438,328

0

0

o.

Q

$

SSIES
47.673 $

(453,494)
___ 582,633

347,505

SEO SOS

SOS S __2,060,014.5
$

169,363

1,036,127

1,083,819

{ 706,314)

S$

0
0

106,522 Ss

329,000 $

$

89.613

Oepoelts on Sales

Long-term liabilities:
Post Retirement Health Benefils
TOTAL LIABILITIES
Net Assets (Unrestricted)

TOTAL LIABILITIES
& NET ASSETS

———262,071.

226.757

14,041

198.113

___
1,148,216
1,263,329

641,630

288,699

1,007,006
90,174

070,142
20,008

£3,095.

___ 44,677

__ 3,084,002 __ 2.602.055
a

0

re

2,010,748

0

990,138

56.009 $ 9,004,740
975 $
55,894

10,040

2,701

$

1,201,008

—2,978_

377,648 $

242,040
202,664

$8,604

98.208

10,040

19.877.

®

0

436.629

0

56,869

2.

0

—.23,720_

0

0

3,590,784

256,096

0

Payable to Other Agencies

Total Current Liabuities

328,937

GRR
YEAR
TOTAL

uimn iis

597,799

$70,316

9

Deferred Revenues

$

282.208. _200,90 ______o. __2,257,981 ___106522 ___s6,ee9

Total Fixed Aseets

Payable To/From) Other Funds

$

CURRENT
YEAR
TOTAL

83,605

Total

Accrued Liabilities

597,663

§,882

Vendor Credit Avaiieble

67,719

«~__ $90,144
0
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$
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PROGRAM
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FUNO
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$
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Market Accounts (Exhibit L)
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Darnell,

the Internet course, said the dis-

reliable than the previous transport agent.
“It was costing time in terms
of people working on it, we went
to Send-Mail because it’s simpler,” Simpson said.

voted 1in fiver oe the

Instructor Steve

who teaches an introduction to

porter, Send-Mail, will be more

Gs

—_

growth,

mail software on AXE, the server

~ “It seems to me the entire

tion,” he said. “There will be a
time of growth, and a time of,
perhaps, uncertainty in that

serve 48,000 people and haven’t
had any problems.
Simpson added that the new
version of PINE would be more
user-friendly than the previous

HSU’s Telecommunications
Department has upgraded the e-

eo

have to make in any new situa-
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“We checked with other campuses before we did it and got
responses like, ‘We're using it to

By Dovid Courtland
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Snyder also sugges

“a

would be taking time to adjust sufficient research.
to the new merged college.
“The whole thing seems
“There’salwaysinitiallyape- tn to aoe 8 aged
riod of adjustment that people
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we ought
to merge, they’reincidental benefits if we oe
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722.258
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22,289

12,827.
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Guillaume
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said that although a
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in the
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Environmentalists furious after protest
Sy Mark Wincor
_ COMMUNITY EDITOR

number of deaths from
cancer in the last five
years, according to o report
in the Journal of the
American Cancer Society.

Overall concer mortolity
dropped by 3 percent

between 1990-1995, the
started 60 years ago.

See Headwaters,
page 16

@ The Clinton

administration defended
its view that people
can

One
of the protesters at the rally to save Headwaters forest Friday who went limp in civil
disobedience. These protesters were put in the “pain compliance hold” by police.

asi

CR
Students at the Arcata Community School know
what it’s like to take the bull by the horns.
:
Rather than spending their days in a traditional

school, listening to a series of traditional lectures,
Arcata Community students “learn by doing.”

lebanon

DAN WIDMER’ LUMBERJACK STAFF
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Teacher Linnea Mandell said students have the

' option of requesting internships within the community to earn credit for graduation.
“Instead of
in class out of a textbook

with their teacher hereinthe classroom, the teacher

is someone in the community,” she said.
“For example, a student might
be working at the

Northcoast Environmental Center and earning biology credit or working in City Hall... for theie
government credit.”
Students may also take classes in the community
such as those offered through HealthSPORT or
Parks and Recreation. In addition, they must take
a minimum of 20 hours a week of classes at the
Arcata Community campus.
The option of alternative learning is especially
important for Arcata Community students because
they are often called “at risk” teens.
Thad Wuest, teacher’s aide, said people often
misinterpret this label to mean “bad kids.”
“At risk doesn’t mean that they’re at risk in life, it
means that they’re at risk of dropping outof school,”
Wuest said.
Mandell said there are various reasons why students consider dropping out. Some move from city
to city and school to school. Some are teen parents
that need scheduling alternatives. Others are in
trouble with the law or are on probation.
“Some kids just get lost in a big school and need
a more individualized p
.” Mandell said.
With only 60 students and three teachers, the
class size at Community is small. Each instructor
has the help ofa full-time instructional aide. Volun-

teers from HSU and other community members
also help out in the classroom.
Russ Janak, a senior at Arcata Community, said
the large classes at his former school, Arcata High,

See School,
page 14

sue the governmentfor
doing too little to protect
endangered species, but
not for doing too much,
before the Supreme
Court
last week.
The case was broughtby
0 group of ranchers
and
irrigation districts in
Oregon, seeking to stop
the Interior Department

from limiting
the release
of water
from the
reservoirs
of the Klamath
Irrigation Project.

@ The Arcata Volunteer
Fire Department
will check
smoke detectors for free
for residents
of Arcata,
McKinleyville, Bayside and
Manila.
Call 825-2000 for
more information.
@ Arcata residents will

have a chance to review
the city's general
plan in a
series
of neighborhood
forums.
There will be a forum on

Thursday
at St. Mary's
School at 7:30 p.m. Central

and Eastside neighbors will
gather
Nov. 25 at the
Community Center and
Northside residents will
meet at Pacific Union
School on Dec. 2. For more
information
call Ken Curtis
at 822-5955.

@ Food for Peopleis

giving away food to needy

people on the North Coast
Thursday. Food
distribution
is from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Call the Food
Bank at 445-3166
for
more information.

a

Men showed a 4.3
percent drop in mortality,
while women saw a 1.1
percent drop.

Arcata Community School offers
alternative learning experience

Aiahidi tad

a

first sustained drop since
national record-keeping

MARK WINNER/ COMMUNITY EDITOR
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@ There has been a
steady decline in the

Area environmentalists are outraged at the behavior of law enforcement officers who arrested
66 people during a tense rally to save Headwaters
forest on Friday.
Earth First organizer Darryl Cherney said a prerally agreement was broken by law enforcement
and many of the arrests made were blatantly illegal.
“We're going to sue the hell out of them,”
Cherney said.
The rally, near Pacific Lumber Co. land in
Carlotta, brought about 400 people to protest PL’s
salvage logging in several old-growth stands.
The protesters also objected to the proposed
agreement to save 7,000 acres of the 60,000 acre
Headwaters forest complex. Cherney said the
agreement, “doesn’t savea blade of grass,” because
of loopholes.
It was the same site where over 1,000 people
were arrested at a similar protest Sept. 15:
The rally went on despite PL’s having stopped
salvage logging operations several days before for
the winter. PL spokeswoman
Mary Bullwinkel said
between 1.5 and 2 million board feet of wood from
downed trees was taken from three old-growth
groves on Lawrence, Shaw and Allen creeks.
PL claims that removing downed trees makes the
forest healthier by reducing potential fuel for forest

ial
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New Authority may send our trash to Washington

Kindsfather, solid waste coordinator for the cities of Fortuna,

Ferndale and Rio Dell.
“It became obvious that it
would be better if we came up
with one game plan. One of the
main purposes ... is long-range
planning
of
disposal,”
Kindsfather said. “We'll do this
by laying all options on the
table.”
One of the first items on the
Authority’s agenda is a decision
concerning the Cummings Road
Landfill, which handles most of

Humboldt County’s waste. The
county’s contract with the privately owned landfill ends Sep-

or Utah,” Poindexter said. “The
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TODD WUCETICH/ CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

The county’s contract with the privately owned Cummings Road Landfill near Eureka ends September of 1998.

county did not back a rail plan.
The authority may even decide
Kindsfather said the authority
to continue using the (Cummings
will keep its options open and
Road) Landfill.”
Atechnical report prepared by not limit itself to the least expenan engineering firm and pre- sive offer.
“The cheapest landfill may not
sented to the county earlier this
be properly maintained or envimonth reported little savings
ronmentally sound,” he said.
from using the Cummings Road
“(By making a request for proLandfill beyond 1998.
“You won't really know (about posals) the Authority can be sure
savings) until you put out a pro- (landfills) don’t have any probposal,” Poindexter said. She also lems. We are trying to make sure
said any decision concerning the - the public gets the best rate with
landfill will be made by the Authe least amount of liability.”
The Authority has hired aconthority.

sultant from Public Financial
Management — a national firm
that was recommended to the
Authority by the City of Eureka
— to help review the different
proposals.
Constance Hornig, an attorney specializing in solid waste
law, was also retained by the
Authority.
The Authority is made up of
representatives from the county
board of supervisors and the different city councils. All incorpo-

"When I demanded of my friend
What viands he preferred,
He quoth, 'A larger cold bottle,
and a smail hot bird."
--Eugene Field,
The Bottle And The Bird

Happy Holidays
PURER
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Meet Your Friends At The Lost Coast Brewery

617 4th Street - Downtown Eureka « 445-4480
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signed a joint powers agreement.
“What drove the formation of
the group was that (the cities
and the county) were pursuing
(waste management) options
separately,”
said
Gerald

Ilene Poindexter, Humboldt

County solid waste manager, said
that no decision has been made
concerning the Cummings Road
Landfill.
“There are many options
open, including shipping the
garbage to Oregon, Washington

os

the cities of Eureka, Arcata,
Fortuna, Ferndale and Rio Dell

(

mein

me
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ie

rated cities in Humboldt County,
except Blue Lake and Trinidad,
are part of the new organization.
Kindsfather said the Authority
may also work informally with
Del Norte and Mendocino counties.
Kindsfather said he had high
hopes for the Authority as it decides the future of Humboldt
County’s garbage.
“We will try to make it a very
open, unbiased process,”
Kindsfather said.

«af

The fate of Humboldt
County’s garbage will be in the
hands of the newly formed
Humboldt County Waste Management Authority, which met
for the first time last week.
The authority was formed
Nov. 13 when the county and

—
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decide waste policy.
By Michael Plett

tember of 1998.
Kindsfather said there is no
deadline set for a decision concerning the contract. However,
the Authority has drafted a formal request for alternative waste
handling proposals.
One of the proposals the authority will look at is from
Rabanco Inc. Its plan is to ship
the county’s garbage by rail toa
landfill in eastern Washington.
Another proposal, from Eel
River Garbage Co., is to transport the county’s garbage by
truck to a landfill near Anderson.

~~

@ The county and five
incorporated cities will
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Arcata wins acclaim for Green Party council
Hanan, Ornelas and Kirkpatrick make for America’s first Green majority city council
to turn ev-

in California.
Kirkpatrick
said the party represents new ideals for citizens dis-

fal , and on Nov. 5 voters

tics by the two-party
system of“left

U

The rain has

ing

this

heartened by the handling of poli-

green on the North Coast

and right” in the United States.

helped to make more than just the
grass green in Arcata.
The nonpartisan election
brought three new members to the
Arcata
City Council, making Arcata
the first city in the country to have
acouncil
with a Green party major-

“Both political
parties (Democratic and Republican) mostly
serve corporate interests, rather
than humanitarian interests,” he

said.
Kirkpatrick said the Greens are

ity.

concerned with environmental issuesand resource management. He

Robert “Bad Bob” Ornelas and

said the party strives to educate
people about the political platform

Jennifer Hanan, each elected to

four-year terms, are both members

the Greens have taken and to help

of the Green party.-They will take
their places on Dec. 4 alongside
Councilman Jason Kirkpatrick,
making
three members on the council out of five Green. The meeting
will result in the appointment of a
new mayor and foreshadow issues

thenew

people look at politics on a new

in the upcoming year.
.The Green party is the third largest political party
in Arcata. Out of
15,371 registered
voters in Arcata,

River Brewing Co. in Blue Lake
and former councilmember from
1990-1994, said he has always
been a Green and that his father
was also a Green “even when there
wasn’t a Green party.”
Hesaid helooks forward to serv-

“Arcata probably has the biggest Green party percentage in the
country,” he said.
According to party headquar-

ing again on the council.

“I want to plan for Arcata’s fu-

ture, because a lot of the things we

ters in Sacramento, 35 Greens hold
office nationwide. Of these, 20

do will affect Arcata for many
years,” he said. “We will be a
touchy-feely kind of council.”
Hanan, manager of Solutions,

positions, ranging from city
councilmembers to county school

board members,
are held by Greens

(can focus on
issues) at a global level,” she

said.

“I want to re-

wy

Elected in 1994 to a four-year
term on the council, Kirkpatrick
said he has been an active member
of the Green party for many years.
He said the new council will bring
afresh change to Arcataand better
represent the area’s beliefs rooted
in environmental
‘

| want to really be in
;
;
touch with the community

and approach it on a
.

issues, concerns

about land use
and expansion.
“I think Greens

will

represent

progressive ideas

proach it on a
“y Rouncmvoman-ele
Pellat
was notzregrass roots level,” she said.
elected to the council. He came in
In accordance with Green phifourth in the election, behind

Ornelas, co-owner of the Mad

Kirkpatrick said the recent election reflects the growing support
for the party and its beliefs.

focused on, we

last resort,” he said.

to live in the manner we do,”

he hopes they will.

Republican and 1,878 are Green.

over six years ago because the party
issues concerning the
environment and humanitarian
interests better than other political
ideologies.
“I became affiliated with the
Green party because it seemed to
address the community’s needs.
Once these are

ally bein touch grass roots level.

litical force, he said, but over time

7,479 are Democrat, 2,510 are

Arcata, said she became a Green

lence. Democratsand Republicans
use violence all too often (to solve
proble
That’sanms.
unaccep)
table

level.
“The earth hasa limited amount
of resources
and we can’t continue
Kirkpatrick said.
The Greens do not have the
monetary power to be a major po-

council will be dealing with

an environmentally conscious
clothing and supply store in

with the com-

munity and ap-

City

found in this

JENNIFER HANAN § rea,” he said.

Council

losophy, Hanan and Kirkpatrick
do not drive cars, and Ornelas said

he “tries not to drive” whenever
possible.

“I feel that cars are the biggest
environmental problem we face. I

don’t need it in a small town like
Arcata. It’s more pleasant for me
to walk or ride my bike,” Hanan
said.
Ornelas
said although the Green

party is affiliated
with environmen-

talists, it does branch out to en-

compass broader beliefs and philosophies.
“Ifyou lookat the Green agenda
it talks about racial justice, environmental justice and non-vio-

-elect

Mayor

Carl

Ornelas, and said although helost,

he will remain an active participant in city issues, attend council
meetings and possibly run for reelection again.
“I’m not going to be silent,” he
said.
Facing criticism from veteran
councilmembers for their inexperience with city government, the
newly elected members said they
will try to bring other aspects to
the job.
“I didn’t get involved with city
government to deal with ‘sexy’ issues,” said Hanan. “I got involved
to deal with every aspect of city
issues, even the most basic like

water and sewage. I’m very interested in those issues and I will be
studying up on them.”
Ornelas said the new council
members will try to be better listeners than past councilmembers
have.
“I think that we'll be a council
that listens to people. We will promote more input and value other
people’s experiences,” he said.
Pellatz said he does not think
thenewcou
will effective
nci
ly l
represent many concerns of Arcatans.
“I have a serious concern that
they won’t reflect the majority and
based
that they will make decisions
on the Green party agenda,” he
said.
Hanan said she is looking forward to working closely with the
community and will make decisions based on what is best for the

city.

“I don’t think any of the
councilmembers will follow a specific agenda,” she said. “We want
to assist the community.”
Party members at state headin Sacrame
quarte
nto said Ralph
rs
Nader, Green Party presidential
candidate, had a successful voter

turnout in Humboldt County in
the election. Although Nader received only 1 percent of the national popular vote, 10 percent of
Humboldt County residents voted
in his favor. They said Arcata is
one city leading the way for Greens
to become a nationally recognized
political party.
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New City Services Chief begins job
from obstructions is another of
the concerns of the department.
“A lot of it is environmentally

by Beale! Widmer
TUMBERJACK STAFF

Arcata’s new director of Public
Works is ready to get business
underway now that Measure N has
passed and funds are available for
the city’s programs.
Duane Greenwood started his
job on Oct. 21, replacing the pre-

sensitive, so it makes it difficult,”

Greenwood said.

“Hopefully we will have less
like the slide on 13th
and Union,” he said. That slide,

vious director, Steve Leikerafter.

Greenwood
moved _ from
Riverside’s Department of Public
Works where he worked for seven
years as a senior engeneer in capital improvements.
“Now that Measure N has
passed, we have our budget intact,” Grenwood said. “There will

be no cutbacks in service.”
Arcata’s utility tax generates
about $450,000 per year —
money that goes into Arcata’s
General Fund for providing police services, parks and recreation, administration, public
works, planning, government
buildings and insurance.
Greenwood, who received his
master’s degreei in structures and
geotechnical engeneering from
John Hopkins University, said
the city’s funding is secure, for

now. But that doesn’t stop the
process of applying to the state
and federal governments for grants
“My goals are to learn the system here and work with my staff to
provide the most efficient services
possible,” Greenwood said.
The Public Works Department
is gearing up for all the rain that
will fall this winter, focusing on
keeping storm drains and creeks
unobstructed and allowing water
to run freely to the bay.
“We are doing our best to clean
out catch basins and storm drains
before the rains become too much
to deal with, he said. “We just
have to pray for mother nature to
cooperate,” he said.
Keeping Arcata’s creeks free

which took out half the road on
13th Street during the storms last
winter, is currently being repaired.
He said the department
will continue to fix the roads that are deteriorating from the rains.
Greenwood likes the environment in Arcata and doesn’t regret the move to a small town.
“Arcata has a good, diverse
culture. I also like the fact that
there is a university up here,” he
said.
Greenwood said he also likes
to fish and appreciates the fact
that he can eat the fish caught in
North Coast rivers.
Referring to the Arcata City
Council, Greenwood said that

“the three new council members
will be changing the nature of
city operations” and he looks
forward to forging a positive relationship with them for the benefit of the city.
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were detrimental to learning.

“It’s really hard for a teacher to |

ior and graduation

requirements.

oT think (dhe comence ) is very

teach 30 students at the same time

reasonable,”
Janak said. “There’s
ae
because all people learn different. _ re
Some students at"Se cata Com
ways,” he said.

Mandell agrees.“I really prefer

this to having 30 students come in

every hour, six periods a day,” she
said. “You don’treally get to know

your students (that way).”

“Wereally believe that everyone

is capable oF learning,” Mandell
work
said. os use individualized

and self-paced learning ... tohelp

months,” Wuest ie “But if the

pable of doing ”

oe

the students see what they are CaParent involvement is also inte-

gral.to the success of students at

ArcataCommunity. Wuestsaid the

parents keep in close contact with
teachers to ensure that students
are receiving the most support

student is having trouble with

they can go as slow as

Janak
eh cotaphited Cedbebsation
of newer

packey,

and

possible.

elf student is going to be ina
bad mood ona particular day, (the

parent) will actually call and warn
us,” he said.

The school requires both students and parents to sign a con-

tract before the studentis accepted

to the p
. The contract sets
guidelines for attendance, behav-

he He “rd cutdea

get high, but when I

and

and

com-

ing here, I quit aiitinn
“I requested to come here because I wanted to change the direction I was going from downhill to
uphill. I’m glad I did.”

WELCOME HSU STUDENTS!
Tom Lewis D.DS. and Russell L. Davis D.DS
Family Dentistry

not
appear again

until

Dec. 4.
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McKinleyville
farmer fights
district f or land
there’s nothing I can do.”

LUMBERJACK STAFF
A court date has been set for

But since then, he has con-

tacted Santa Rosa lawyer Clay
Clement.
Lourenco was reluctant to di-

the 24th of February for the civil
trial of a family against the

McKinleyville Community Ser-

vulge any information related to
legal proceedings, except that

vices District concerning the
eminent domain takeover of a
dairy farm near the Mad River.
Fernando Lourenco believes
that he got the short end of the
stick when the district took possession of his 154 acre dairy
farm last October.

“We have our appraisal and they
have their appraisal, at different
prices, though.”
Lourenco would not reveal
the identity of his appraiser,
however.
The district’s appraiser was
West Anderson. William Bragg

Although he is living in a
house that he still owns on the
farm, and will be allowed to continue to do so by the district, he

of Roberts,

Hill,

Calligan,

No Alibi

Bragg, Feeney and Angell, of
Eureka, is representing the dis-

is suing the district because he

trict.

feels the $625,000 offered by the
district is off by a factor of two.
The district needs the farm to
dump treated waste water.
Lourenco has let the district
dump on his land for the last
seven years, at no charge, but
now the district wants the land
for its own.
He said it’s “unfair when you
do favors ... and help them for
seven years.”
“They dump the water over
here. We help them for free —
they don’t spend any money.”
“I’m not happy,” he said.
His first reaction that his land
was going to be taken was “Well,

“We're still hopeful that the
family will negotiate and we'll
reach a friendly settlement,”
District Manager Bruce Buel
said.
“This is a balancing act. We

would be negligent if we didn’t
get the best possible price,” he
said.
“We want to be fair to
Fernando but we don’t want to
be unfair to our rate payers.”
The district currently dumps
about 250,000 gallons onto the

land every day, just some of the
waste collected from over 3,000

customers in the unincorporated town.

Humboldt

Green

Dove Clark has been tending bar for 40 years, 10 of them at the Alibi. Its building has been sold and the new

owners are seeking to evict the bar, Clark said. “ It would be the end of an era ... the Alibi ts « landmark.”
Fernando Lourenco came here
in 1968. He is originally from
the Azores islands, about 800

miles west of Portugal in the
North Atlantic.
He started dairy farming in
1975 and bought the farm at issue about 10 years ago. He sold
milk to the Humboldt Creamery
and local cheese factories.

Lourenco is also upset at the
loss of his herd of 140 cows.
He was forced to sell it when
the district took possession of

Apartments

Co

his land.
He estimates that he took a 40
percent loss on the sale.
Neither Lourenco nor the district feel that the land is in any
way contaminated or polluted
by the waste water. Lourenco
said that the neighbors don’t like
what’s going on, and that it smell
a little bit.
Lourenco is determined to

said.
The district does not want to
rely on the current method of
spraying the waste water on
fields and is seeking other methods of disposal.
“We are experimenting with
flood-irrigation and the Board
will be collecting flood irrigation designs in November and
December and submitting that
design for funding approval in
the winter coming up in 1997,”

battle the district, but he doesn’t

know how far he will take it.
“We fight for our rights,” he

a

Buel said.

/
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Headwaters
© Continued
from page 11

seems to have stopped at the
Humboldt County line.”
Humboldt County Sheriff Dennis Lewis said the rally “was of such
a nature that it was counter to the
public welfare.”
Lewis said the rally was counter
to the public welfare because Fisher
Road was partially blocked. Thearea
partially blocked led to one home
and a PL site.
Cherney said the real reason was
that the law enforcement agencies
are acting as a private security firm
for PL, especially because loggers
have been deputized to search for
and arrest protesters as happened
last month.
“] have a lot of respect for loggers
but they are not trained law enforce-

mentofficers,”
Chemey said. “Tax-

Ser =
= =

eS
lt
@8 ee
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Chemey was greatly angered by

what he saw as a betrayal of the

——69

ent between the two sides

last rally.

Qn

—

%3

about what would happen at the
rally.
He thought protesters would be
allowed
to cross over the PL property line to be arrested with a single

as at the

Instead many were given fouror
five charges.
An Earth First! activist named
Bay, who works on jail support

Holding cot-outs of the threctoned coho salmon, protesters wait for « line of police to arrest them.

for those arrested, said several of

the charges will be dropped on
most people. The only reason
demonstrators were charged with
so many offences is to put prosecutors in a better situation for
plea bargaining. She said many of
the charges would not stick.
“The law says unlawful assembly is when you are ‘assembled in
an unlawful way in order to commit a crime,” she said. “And that

is not the case with most of these
people.”
Those charged with resisting
arrest were those who went limp

THE
CDS

enforcement officers, but forced

to be arrested were charged with
resisting arrest.

them to carry them by hand or put
them on a stretcher.
Many of these were put in the
“pain compliance hold” to encourage them to cooperate.
This enraged the crowd and the
scene became more tense as the
police formed a line and began
pushing the crowd backwards,
confiscating cameras and arresting anyone who did not move out
of their way quickly enough.
Cherney said it was ironic that
those people who actively sought

ironic thing too. (Many of) the
protesters wanted to be arrested.
They willfully broke the law and
we are under no obligation to facilitate people breaking the law
and we chose not to.”
Instead of being arrested for
crossing the PL property line,
mostof those arrested were picked
out of the crowd randomly or arrested after speaking to the crowd.
Cherney was arrested immediately after finishing a short speech

and did not actively resist law

METRO
&

f° =

and said, “The U.S. Constitution

en

TAPES

THE METRO HAS IT ALL
* MAJOR NEW RELEASES ON SALE FOR 2 WEEKS
*LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW CDs IN THE AREA
*SPECIAL
ORDERS - no extra charge
*FRIENOLY SERVICE
"TERRIFIC SELECTION OF USED CDs
“BUY, SELL, TRADE USED CDs

e?
THE METRO CDs & TAPES
866 G STREET
ON THE PLAZA * ARCATA
822-9016
* OPEN EVERY DAY

Lewis said, “That’s kind of an

NOVEMBER

on a megaphone on how the random arrests were unconstitutional.
Many other organizers were ar-

rested for speaking out as well.
Cherney said the real intent of
law enforcement and Lewis personally was to provoke the crowd
to violence.

“I believe Sheriff Lewis had a
vested interest in making this tum
violent. They need to try to get this

through their thick skulls. Earth

First! hasa perfect 16-year record of

SeeHoadweters,
next page

SALS

HWOLIBOAY

ANNUAL

£29

=

declared an “unlawful assembly”
and everyone present, including
journalists, were told they could be
arrested.
Cherney called that “ridiculous”

with the sheriff in advance and ex-

BHSSSSSHSGSSSSSSESSES

This time, however, the rally was

“We're caught in the middle of
two disputing factions,”
he said.
Cherney said the number of law
enforcement
officers at the rally was
ridiculous.
‘ “You don’t need a small army to
arrest a few activists
who have met

:

given a citation and dropped off at
the edge of Eureka.

Lewis said this is not true.

™

the PL property line, were arrested,

payersin Humboldt County should
watch and prevent their tax dollars
from going to serve as a private security
force for PL.”

&

it takes vital nutrients away from the
next generation of trees and removes
a home for many of the animals that
live in the forest.
The protest
at noon with
19 sessihtia and bands decrying the
loss of old-growth trees.
There were 45 law enforcement
officers from six county agencies
present. Environmentalists thought
this rally would work like the one on
Sept. 15, when protesters wishing
to be arrested simply stepped over

ve

fires, while environmentalists claim

- DECEMBER
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Headwaters

“He’s wrong. I’m dealing with
what! am compelled to deal with,”

=a to give time to defense

rally. He said she was charged
with
resisting arrest for
i
in pain when her hands were}
behind her back to be handcuffed.
Lewis said he had not heard
people were arrested in their cars.

Asked how future demonstrations could be handled differently

a

to lessen the tension, Lewis said,

minded the public Headwaters
forest is not yet protected and it

“Hopefully we will not have a repeat demonstration. I would think
that probably in retrospect we
should not have allowed that many
people to gather. The downside of

that is that people have the right to
gather to speak their mind and so
forth. However, they should have
left when instructed to do so.”

Cherney said the worst abuse of
power committed by law enforcement was arresting those in their

cars leaving the scene.

“They said we were supposed
to leave. But why were they arrest-

ing people sitting in their cars ready
to drive off?,” Cherney asked.
He said one senior citizen, a

grandmother of three who had

never been arrested in her life, was

a sau
Duetocomplicationsin
his case,

brought the issue of destruction of

jury selection for the murder trial
of former HSU physical education professor Lawrence Allen

coho salmon habitat to the fore-

Angelel

front.
He said even the supposed police abuse has strengthened the
movement
to save Headwaters
for-

until Feb. 10, exactly one year
after the discovery of his wife’s
body.

has been postponed:

est.

uled to begin in August, but was

The trial was originally sched-

“Just when we thought we had

delayed because Angelel was unable to pay his private attorney.

arrests and the way they were con-.
ducted really galvanized
the movement, turned it from a very
sucessful
rally into acolossal event
in the movement. All thanks to the
Humboldt County Sheriffs Department and the Highway Pa-

A public defebder has been appointed to the case.

just about run out of energy, the

trol.”

He added jokingly, “I want to
endorse Sheriff Lewis for another

term in office.”

The trial was then scheduled
to begin Dec. 9 in the Humboldt
County Supreme Court in Eu-

reka.

On Oct. 12, Deputy Public Defender Christina Huskey requested another delay.
Forty-seven year old Lonna
Rae Angelel, wife of Larry

last Dec. 17, 1995.
The day after her disappearance, Lonna Angelel’s 1986
Nissan pickup truck was found
abandoned behind Al’s Eureka
Truck Terminal. Human blood
was found in the bed of the truck.
Her body was found under six
to seven feet of brush last February, nearly two months after her
disappearance. The remains
were found on Simpson Timber
Co. property less than two miles
from her home, which she shared

with her husband in Fieldbrook.
Although the head of the victim was never recovered, a positive identification was made from
teeth and jewelry scattered at the
scene.
Before her death, Angelel was
in the process of annulling her
15-year marriage to Larry
Angelel to become a nun.
Larry Angelel was arrested

Feb. 20 and charged with the
murder of his wife. Bail was set
at $1 million.
Due to Angelel’s lack of funds,
Huskey took the case on June
21.
Angelel’s former attorney,
William Bragg, plans to continue his work on the case
through the end of the trial.
On June 27, Larry Angelel
waived his right to a preliminary hearing. The hearing
would have determined whether
or not there was enough evidence to hold a trial.
The DNA test results of the
blood found in the back of the
victim’s truck are not being released by police officials.
A wrongful-death suit was
filed against Angelel by the
victim’s son, Michael Angelel.
The civil suit will be tried after
the completion of the criminal
court trial.

DT

|

arrested ina van several
miles from

Angelel, was reported missing
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Angelel trial delayed

*Continved
from page 16
non-violence. We have never been
provoked
and we are not about to
be provoked now,” Cherney said.
Lewis said > was Fe no way

bi
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Birth order’s relation#i
to rebellious traits
—

studies, are siblings hardly more like

EDITOR

one another than any random two

And Cain talked with Abel his
brother: and it came to pass, when they
were in the field, that Cain rose up
against his brother and slew him. Genesis 4:8.
Most sibling rivalries may not end
up as violent as that theoretical first

; “think genetics have aig

one, but Frank Sulloway, a research
scholar
of
Darwin at MIT,
Cha
of Charles
holar
thinks sibling rivalry plays a large part

alities. Also, ythefamilyyou' re

in determining how we become who

- impact on pedple's person-

—

how my re

we are.

In researching his new book “Born
to Rebel- Birth Order, Family Dynamics and Creative Lives,” Sulloway was
trying to discover a secret as to why
some people take the straight and narrow their whole life, while others seem

predestined to oppose the established
order.
Sulloway
was particularly interested
in why some people can accept revolutionary scientific ideas, such as evolution or the sun-centered solar system,
while others can not.
Isage the biggest factor, with people
as they grow
getting more conservative
older? How about social class?
Sulloway says he has found the answers and others as well, including
one to an cld psychological riddle.
Why, according to the vast majority of

people on the street? Sulloway’s answer — family birth order.
Sulloway worked on the book for
26 years and reviewed more than
2,000 psychological studies, 20,000
biogra phies and detailed accounts of
more
nh
6,500 historical figures to
come to his conclusion: The biggest
single factor in the development of
personality, even above gender, is
birth order.
He says that most proposed an-

to
i

O.J. Simpsor

OSI
)

“between family” ideas, but that we
are predominately shaped by our family experience.
“Most individual differences in
personality, including those that underlie the propensity to rebel, arise
within the family ... Behavioral solutions to the dilemmas of family life
preadapt people to the merits of
change.”
Sulloway’s argument runslike this:
Siblings have historically been in a
fight for survival and mold their personality to better compete for family
resources, especially parental atten-
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swers to the question of what causes
rebelliousness, like social status, are
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Nature-nurture

debate continues

UMBERJACK STAFF

passing
What does it mean to have a good personality? Is there one single encom
—.
definition by which to make such a judgment?
ptions
Psychologists have long been challenged in trying to counter popular assum
Plato believed human behavior was determined by our soul and its
nalit) with scientific ; ones.
of what constitutes personality
In the fifth century Hippocrates believed there were four
One clinical interpretation 1s that “personality refers to the enduring, inner charac- three parts.types of people which he linked to various dominant bodily
different
teristics of individuals that organize their behavior.”

skills fluids or humors.
By contrast, popular definitions use the term to refer either toa person’s social
Today our view of human behavior is a little more sophisticated, but
that seem to explain their behavior.

and attitudes or to characteristics
Many theories seek to explain personality:

still uncertain.

The nature vs nurture debate went on for a long time and to a certain
°
extent still does, but it has changed.
experiences to explain the development of the adult personality.
John Morgan, psychology professor and chairman of the departmmt
humanistic — emphasizing the innate motivation that people have for
°
at HSU said the nature/nurture debate was brought by the history of
ion.
lizat
actua
selfand
h
growt
personal
psychology.
¢ _ learning — perceptions, thoughts and beliefs mediate personality function-s
“Psychology just started in the 1800s,” he said. “ Those people who
to base their actions and feelings on personal social experience
psychoanalytic — focusing on the unconscious as well as early childhood

ing; people may learn
and by observing others’ behavior.

stand

up for myself. She

outthe good in me.”
brought

eslabor
Jones, skilled
Carl

were interested in it came from philosophy and from medical science ...

The philosophy people, they were the ones interested in human potentrait approaches — how individuals, in various situations, may be predis°
in
human development in that era, they wanted to explain behavior
tial,
|
posed to act in a certain way.
that way. The medical science people wanted to explain
it their way, nature.”
Morgan said the debate started off in favor of the
“nature” supporters when John Locke and Francis Bacon popularized thinking about the human mind as a
“blank slate.”
Later, in the late nineteenth century, eugenics tuaght
that genetics was a large factor as well.
Eugenics, however, was being used to try to improve
America “through better breeding.” Eugenics is Greek
for “good birth.”
Morgan said the two sides have gone back and forth,
as fads, but that now there is something of an understanding.
“Thereare hardly any who believe in either extreme,”
he said. “ In life you can find people who believe in
anything, but the vast majority of folks believe that it’s a
complex interaction.
Nature/ nurture are the influences that combine together in a very complex way to direct behavior. How
much does ”
Morgan said when he was in college it was different.
“When I grew up and all the schools I went to the
ments were almost thoroughly environmental rather
than nature.” he said. “I was always interested in the
amount of genetic and biological influence in behavior,”
he said. Morgans specialty is in neuroscience.
He said the nature/ nurture debate is hard to simplify.

ity

“My grandmother shaped

types

There are no three or four issues which, if answered,
would decide the debate.

“1 think that | had a very accepting and generous mother
and! tend to view the world very
positively. | am hopeful. I know
that people are capable of doing bad things to each other. |
also know that people are capable of being altruistic, caring
andloving. Iliketocreate situationsthatbringaboutthebestin
people.”

Edward “Buzz” Webb, vice

affairs
ent
of student
presid

See Nature, page 22
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“My experiences (shaped my per| gonality) in that, at a very young age, i

~ developed an aggressive personality.
As a result of my disability, | felt that |
had to fight for everything, for equal- ity, opportunityandtohavepeoplesee
me as more than just someone with a
disability. Also, my higher education

- has opened my mind and given mefo“

Cus.
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Johnson, journalism senior

7

has
education
“My
broadened my interests.
Also my family values and
interest in promoting educationhaveshaped mypersonality.”
Dolores

McBroome,

history professor
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Rebel: Family life determines more than most influences
POC

22

In nature, any recurring cause
of conflict tends to promote adaptations that increase the odds of
coming out on top. So the strategies firstborns use will spawn
‘ counter-strategies by laterborns,
each fulfilling a niche in the family. This “principle ofdivergence”
says that diversity is a useful strategy to compete for scarce resources.
Sulloway said his argument is
basedon the basic Darwinian
principles which are embedded in the
new field of evolutionary psychology.
His theory goes like this: Firstborn children have natural advantages. They are the biggest, strongest and smartest. Also, one of
their favorite strategies for gaining
tal favor is to be “mommy’s
little helper” and help in tasks involving raising the other children,
being the “responsible” child in
the family.

So firstborns naturally relate
with power and authority. This
is one of the factors that makes
them more politically conservative, self-confidentand assertive.

Sulloway says firstborns are

natural leaders, explaining that
52 percent of American presi-

to support the theory of evolu_tion than firstborns and six times
more likely to believe in
Copernicus’ revolutionary theory
_ of the solar system. Laterborns
were many times more likely to
believe Sir Isaac Newton's theories as well as those of Max Plank

dents were firstborns, and that

and Albert Einstein.

an even greater percentage of
British prime ministers were
firstborns as well. Firstborn national leaders included Franklin

Sulloway even has statistics on
pairs of scientist brothers and
how well they accepted scientific
revolutions. Laterborn scientists
are more than seven times more
likely to accept scientific innova-

Roosevelt, Winston Churchill

and Joseph Stalin.

Laterborns have to deal with

the bullying of their older siblings
and their strategies for dealing with this make them much
more cooperative, empathetic,

altruistic and politically liberal.

They are also much more openminded to scientific innovation.
Hitler had older step-siblings.
Sulloway studied scientific
revolutions and who supported
them. He found that laterborns
were almost 10 times morelikely

tions than their firstborn, scien-

tist brothers.
Politics and religion follow the
same pattern.
On a scale of political ideology, firstborns are three times
more likely to be conservatives
than the average, while lastborns
are more than three times more
likely to be radical liberals, with
middlebornsarein between. The

spread on religious conservatism

is even greater.

Nature
* Continued from page 21
The debate which
has gone from
side to sideand now has gonedown
in deeply complex issues involving both sides.
Morgan said there is one area
many people misunderstand about

the issue.

“A lotofbeginning students have

4

the idea that we can control and
change our behavior inany way we
want to at any time in our life,” he
said. “One ofthe results ofthe data
in this nature/ nurture conflict is
indeed that this is not true. There
are certain times when certain

changes can take place and they
pretty much have to take place at
that time or it is difficult or impossible to make them later on.”

The trend even holds at the
court have voted liberal 33 percent

who risked death many times (and
inspired Charles Darwin togointo

of the time, middleborns 43 percent and laterborns 61 percent.
Sulloway givesalonglist ofradical revolutionaries who were

discovering new
while his
firstborn brother wrote, “I wish I
had my brother’s temperament.

Lenin, John Brown,

are always the best of friends,

Mao Tse-

though

tung, Ho Chi Minh, Yasir Arafat,

our

Stephen Biko (the South African

rarely of the same mind;

rs differ too

will

Che Guevara, Nat Turner and

Henry Garnet, to name a few.
Radical revolutionaries are 18
times more likely than normal to
be later-born.
Among all his statistical data in
the 653-page book (53 tables and
graphs) Sulloway uses personal anecdotes
to make his case. He talks
about Benjamin Franklin,
a radical

ceptions to his birth-order theory

and times it is not relevant.
He is
notevena fanaticon the “nurture”
side of the personality debate. He

discusses the effect both our genes

and chance have on our life.
Birth order is not the end of the
rsonality debate, but Sulloway
has shown in a well written and

and the 15th of 17 children, whose

eldest son was thrown out of the

easily readable book that it is at
least an important part of it, espe-

country because he opposed the
American Revolution.
He also wrote about HSU’s
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widely.”

Sulloway does not believe hi
theory to be the end-all-be-all of
personality research. He spends
much of his book discussing ex-

civil rights activist), Fidel Castro,
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THE SCENE
speak u 0

S.F. Mimes
The San Francisco Mime

roupe tells the story of the

Political theater

Political Theater Extravaganza.

makes a point

apitista uprising for CenterArts’

Mol

, Nov. 20, 1996

This week's Political Theater Extravaganza,
presented by CenterArts, combines comedy,
politics and an opportunity to learn more
about politics through theater.
The San Francisco Mime Troupe and the
Dell’ Arte Players will come together to
inform people about political theater with

K STAI

ometimes rebellion comes from the
least expected source and provides the inspiration for an artist's
vision.
The San Francisco Mime Troupe’s production
“13 Dias/13 Days — How the New Zapatistas

together because of their similar missions in presenting satirical productions
of CenterArts, said.
“Both companies present
funny, entertaining and infor-

San Francisco Mime
Troupe present an
informal discussion

ers and the San Francisco Mime Troupe

about important issues,” Scott Rappaport,

ent, but with a twist.

Init, the story of the peasant rebellion is accomanied by Mexican-style pop music and video
nography from two on-stage monitors.
“This show is a big experiment for the mime
oupe,” said Joan Holden, playwright of*13 Dias/

mative productions,” Rappaport

"on “The Process of

said. “The purpose of the work-

Political Theater” at
noon in Goodwin
Forum. Admission is

shops are to expose the students
and community to different types

$ Days” ina telephone interview from San Franthesisco. “We're using a lot of” new lighting and

of performing arts.”

music is very hot and live.

— Christine Truesdale

Holden described the play as “a multimedia
omic and tragic epic” about the meaning of the

free.

Zapatista uprising.

@ Friday — The
Dell’ Arte Players

She said she was inspired to write the scriptafter

sands ofarmed Mayan
earing a radio report about the uprising in which thou
peasants seized control of seven Mexican towns.
she said. “These people
“When I heard on the radio about it I was amazed,” to say no to violations

give a repeat

ded
among the most humble and quiet, but they deci

against human rights and the environment.
“It made the Mexican government take notice.” le can change the world
peop
Holden said the play makes the statement that
with enough will, commitment and energy.
ems

See Mime Troupe, page 24
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as Emiliono Zapata (Leith Burke)
Zapatista Hortensia (Ketho Shimosate) keeps watch
Troupe’s production of “13 Dios/13
stonds behind her in the San Francisco Mime
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Arte’s ace detective, the
ue Scar Tissue, heads to the

Klamath river for vacation, and boy is
she ready for some rest and relaxation.
h“Intrigue at Ah-Pah,” revolves around Nort

of
ern California politics and the disappearance
the Northcoast’s salmon.
The lady dick, played by Joan Schirle, Dell’
but reArte co-artistic director, finds everything
laxation on her vacation.
from
When a sleazy power company official

Jose
Power, Illumination 8& Gas and a greedy San send
landowner devise a planto steal the waterand

ag
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it south she is ready for action.
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@ Thursday — The
Dell’ Arte Players
perform “Intrigue
at Ah-Pah” at 8
p.m. at the Van
Duzer Theatre.
Tickets are $10
general admission
and $5 for students
and seniors.
@ Friday — Joan
Schirle and Michael
Fields of the Dell’
Arte Players and
Dan Chumley and
Joan Holden of the

workshops and performances.
“We're presenting the Dell’ Arte Play-

hook the World” chronicles the 1994 uprising of
patista peasants against the Mexican Govern-

23

ee

eScar Tissue finds herself surrounded by myst a
, even
rious murders, crimes and conspiracies
talking fish named “Deep Trout.”
ed by
The production’s 10 characters are play
Fields and
Schirle, artisitic co-directors Michael
ne

Elai
Donald Forest and Dell’ Arte Players
the term
Walenta and Joe Diffenbacher, giving
quick change artist new meaning.
” is
The Dell’ Arte Players’ “Intrique at Ah-Pah

Scar
part of the trilogy, “Redwood Curtain: The charsue Mysteries,” about Northern California

Tis
acters and issues.
ay at
“Intrigue” is playing Thursday and Frid
the Van Duzer Theatre at 8 p.m.

performance of
“Intrigue at AhPah” at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $10
general admission

and $5 for students
and seniors.
The
@ Saturd—ay
San Francisco Mine

Troupe perform

“13 Dias/13 Days

— How the New

Lapatistas Shook
the World” at 8
p.m. at the Van
Duzer Theatre.

Tickets are $16

general admission
and $12 for
students and
seniors.
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Mother Hips:

The Lumberjack

es

Bringing back that ‘bootie shakin sound’
By Retiese Sehesen

and Loiacono, with “Shootout.” Band

members said they are good vee
can’t wait to get back into thes
io this
spring to cut a new album.

Mother Hips, formed in 1990 in a Chico
State University laundry room, has been across
the country and back again, giving audiences

“Things keep getting better,”
Loiacono said. “We have a new man-

ager, Bill Graham, who's really good.”
Since dropping out of school in 1992
and signing
with American Records,

that “bootie-shaking, rock ‘n’ roll sound” that
made the band famous.
Three albums later, the band has achieved

the band bee been packing nightclubs
and concert halls, performing
more than
500 shows across the country with its

the kind of success that most musicians only
dream of with “Back to the Grotto,” “Part.
Timer Goes Full,” and its best yet, by Mother

“potent blend” of rock, R&B, country,

Hips standards, “Shootout.”
“The whole group is stoked on the album.

folk, soul and pop.
“The best part of touring is getting up
on the stage and playing,” Loiacono
said. “It makes the ‘ie part of the

It’s the one that shows we're really together,”

PHOTO COURTESY OF AMERICAN RECORDS

Mother Hips are, from left, Isaac Parsons, Greg Lolacono, Tim Bluhm and Mike
Wofchuck. The band will perform at Hefe’s Friday night.

iy

eye

Lek

said guitarist/vocalist Greg Loiacono ina telephone interview from Chico, of “Shootout.”
“Before ‘Shootout’ we weren’t very good in
the studio. We just didn’t really know what
we were doing.”
;

Mother Hips, who once played at
backyard barbecues and fraternity
houses, can be seen at Hefe’s in Eureka

on Friday. Tickets are $8 in adyance

to have changed formembers
Things seem

Tim Bluhm, Issaq Parsons, Mike Wofchuck

Waar liHISnl
CT a

tour, which is a drag, not so bad.”

and $10 at the door.
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Romeo, Romeo: what the heck happened to you
am
depths of her love for Romeo. She said her lines with a
believable passion which captures the audiences’ hearts.
It starts out a little slow and confusing, but progresses
into a fascinating love story. In the beginning it is a bit hard
to follow because things happens so fast.
However, it’s an exasperating thriller that keeps your
attention and doesn’t leave you sleeping.
The fictional town of Verona Beach has many interesting futuristic qualities. The costumes are imaginative and
the whole theme in general is different than that of most
By Kelly Cook:
_ films shown these days.
LUMBERJACK STAFF
If you area lover of Shakespeare’s original “Romeo and
Juliet,” you probably would not like this film. Director Baz
“Romeo and Juliet” (R)
Luhrmann tookalot ofliberties, changing parts of the story
20th Century Fox
to modernize it.
The character ofMercutio, played by Harold Perrineau,
xkKxk
who is supposed to be Romeo's best friend, is especially
different because he was portrayed as a transvestite. If his
Although it is a strange, romantic film involving two
character wasn’t introduced in the beginning of the film,
teenagersinlove, the movie, “William Shakespeare’s Romeo
viewers may not even know who it is.
and Juliet,” is much different from the play.
All in all, Romeo and Juliet was an excellent movie. If
Leonardo DiCaprio plays a young sexy Romeo who is
you are in the mood for love to die for and need a little
willing to do anything for his true love, Juliet.
romance in yout life, go see it.
Claire Danes as Juliet, did a good job expressing the

the cast delivering well YG
fun, withdone
with her fish, Ghandi, Augie’s

childlike senseof humor, Troy’s _

tant
excitement, Chloe's
consover

bluntness. and Dean’s utter
cluelessness, the characters awere

likable and laughable.

aha. __ Writ
Al er
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%

Premium Local Ice Cream
Handcrafted in small batches
A full line of Sorbets, Sherberts,

Non-fat Yogurt.

Located in Jacoby's Storehouse
on the Plaza
(707) 822-6388
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Feliz Navidad: Celebrate Christmas mariachi style
By Bostd Constlond
x

Mariachi Los Camperos, formed
in 1960 and based in Los Angeles
exican folk music and since 1969, has performed at the
with
dance _—_ troupes,the White Houseand collaborated
t
Linda
Rondstad
on
three
albums.
MariachiLos Camperos
de Nati Canoand Ballet Folklorico
The troupe’s musical director,
Ollin, will highlight CenterArts’ Natividad Cano, was recently preholiday-themed Fiesta Navidad sented the Silvestri Vargas (music)
Award at the Third International
Tuesday, Dec. 3 at 8 p.m.
Thetwo ensembles will present Mariachi Festival in Guadalajara,
an elaborately staged spectacle of Mexico.
“It’s significant for an expatriate
regional Mexican holiday fiestas,
aned
to be recogniz
including the Fiesta de La Posada, mariachi musici
,”
which recreates the pilgrimage of by Mexican nationals said troupe
agent Jose Delgado in a telephone
Mary and Joseph to Bethlehem.
PHOTO COURTESY OF CENTERARTS

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY HEA

interview from Los

tend to look down their noses at

people who have left the country,

and a lot of nationals were passed
over for this award.”
The Ballet Folklorico Ollin
formed in 1972 to preserve Mexi-

can folk culture through presenta-

tion of folk dance and music. The
group participated in the 91st Annual Pasadena Tournament of
Roses Parade, the Dance Kaleido-

scope Festival °84 and the His-

panic Dance Festival held as part
of 1984’s Olympic Arts Festival.
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Laughing in the face of
Hollywood's trappings of
fame, fortune and limelight
ee
create meres upeed Cong in diva feo openind of het a.
hy
ake bahsyetapreondy at ard
ae we free bra sg
to see her
adorning half-poge featurettes in the “New Faces” sections of Entertainment Weekly or People, even
she's
been acting for more thon five years. A
of years ago, Premiere magazine cited her as one of the “Up and

“Sealab 't ielpradnd tenes to oe along with other actresses,
such os Winona

Ryder, who come from
the same generation of performers? The 28-year-old actress doesn’t know or care.
_
That's not to say Kelly hasn't done her fair share of hard work. Since 29 million viewers saw her acting debut in
the 1991 NBC miniseries “Love, Lies and Murder,” she's run the gamut in the roles she's taken. Her 12 films to date
include “Twin Peaks: Fire Walk With Me,” “Chaplin” and “The Lion King,” for which she performed the voice of Nala.
Her latest project presented a much more personal role for Kelly. In “Entertaining Angels,” she plays socialist writer
and suffragette

Day, founder of the Catholic Worker movement. The film, which is in limited release across

the nation
and should hit Humboldt County during the holiday season, spans Day’s life from the ages of 20 to 40.
In an exclusive interview from Los Angeles, Kelly talks about playing Dorothy Day, working with the likes of David
th and why she doesn’t want to become a “big name” in Hollywood

' BY

JACKSON GARLAND
EDITOR

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY

JACKSON

GARLAND

LJ: Whatattracted
youto the role of
Dorothy Day?
MK: Whatattracted me aboutit
was
her journey, the story of this woman’s
life, her struggles and her accomplishments. I think she’s an incredible role
model forwomen. Sheattacked
and overcame thes
and obstacles that most
of us face even today. It just seemed
such a
pinnacle film to make and to be a part of.
LJ: How do you see this role as different
from the others you’ve done?
MK: There’s very few films that hold such a
spiritual event ora spiritual journey as being
important. It’s a human story, it’s a human story with lots of great messages
and it’s rare that you find a film like
that today.
LJ: Dorothy Day seemed to
have a gift for finding beauty in
the midst of urban desolation.
Living in New York City, do
you find the same sorts of feel-

ings when you walk down the street?
MK: Yes. It’s in (the poor and
homeless) that you see the face of
God, that you understand
the love of

God and I think too many people
don’trecognize thatin the day today.
There’s so many simple beauties in
everyday life and I find people always trying toachieve happiness and
beauty in things that can never really
fulfill them the way these simple
things can.
LJ: One of the things that surprised me about Dorothy Day and
the Catholic Worker Houses she set
up was that they made no attempt at
reforming those that came in. What
do you think about that in contrast to
the way it seems that most charitable
centers attempt to perform some sort
of reformation?
MK: Dorothy believed that she
was there to help, and it was to help

IN

CHIEF

anybody. Coinmunist, Jewish, black,
white, youknow, whateverthey
were.

It didn’t matter. She wasn’t there to
convert them. She was a living example of God’sloveand
work. I think
just by being that alone she did convert many people in some way — the
people who worked with her, the
people that she helped. She didn’t
need to take them into a church and
convert them. That wasn’t what she
was there for.
LJ: How would you summarize
the central meaning of the film?
MK: The human struggle to find
meaning and love in the world. And
the human struggle to change the
human injustice that exists today.

She is the Mother Theresa of the
90s.
LJ: In the filmmaking business,

See Moira,
page 28
\
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Moira: Facing rejection from day one and loving it
© Continued
from page 27

ence members to demand, eitherby not buying
which doesn’t seem to place nearly as strong of tickets or by having : a voice and saying: “We
an emphasis on women’s roles as it does men’s, want better stories.” And it’s also up to the
was it difficult to get this movie made, particu- actors and actresses to say: “You've got to give
larly since it incorporates certain touchy issues me something more. I can’t continue to do
these sort of T & A and fluff kind of films.” It
such as abortion and religion?
MK: We're doing it all on our own, We've just doesn’t pay anymore. Well, it pays, but it
been turned down by studios. We’re promot- doesn’t ...
LJ: It doesn’t
pay off.
ing iton ourown. We’ hopeinahoutinesind
MK:
Right.
distributing it on our own. This was a selfless
LJ: I know in a couple of previous films
film. Everyone was united in this. This was a
you’ve
done nude scenes. Having been raised
story that needed oak
be told. No one was looking toachieve more than getting
the story made. Catholic has this caused any sort of conflict of
LJ: Do you forsee a day in the future when beliefs for you? Or has it garnered any criticism
maybe you wouldn’t have met with the rejec- from others who may have said something like,
tion in mainstream Hollywood that you did in you know, “Oh, that nice young Catholic girl
shouldn’t be doing that.”
1996?
MK: I've gotten a lot of criticism for it, but
MK: I love the rejection. I’ve dealt with it
since day one in this industry and you get used everything I've done I’ve done for a reason.
to itaftera while. It fortifies me and strengthens The characters I’ve portrayed, es those
with nudity, I’ve found necessary
meinmy path and how! want to go about bein
nota horrible thing "God made
made it ant it’sae
part of this industry. I’ve been told before,
youdowithit. AcclGisdetensihing| vedeas
I tend to believeit, I’m not like most actresses
already
in film haslentto
the
story. Itwasn’tjust
out there. I do have the freedom to choose what
filler to try and sell tickets.
I've done
I want to do and Ill continue
to do that.
I've
been
proud
of,
I
feel
quite
gr
and
LJ: Do you think the film business, whether
it be mainstream Hollywood per se or the satisfied that I’ve done the nght thi
Lj: You've worked with some pretty big
independent areas, are crying out for stronger
women’s roles along the lines ofDorothy Day? names over the last few years, including
MK: I think there is a call. The beautyof Attenborough, LynchandnottomentionworkDorothy is that she lived. That's the magnitude ing on one of the most successful Disney movies evermade.Do yousee yourselfas becoming
of this film. eee
ener
a “big name >in Holh
This is an incredible sto:
: [Laughs.] No, 1 don’tthink that’s gonna
role that the industry, Think, sty thoy
getting
to it. I think it’s going to take the audi- happen, at least not too soon anyway.

LJ: Would you even want it to?
MK: Um, no. Actually,
the way I want to
obtain a status in Hollywood

is, you know,

when I’m dead and gone I want people to say “I
want to be an actress just like Moira
Kelly.” I
Ch:
eee
eee
performance wise. I want people to look at my
films and say “God, she
ere everything,

could play everything.”

oney’s not impor-

tant
to me. Movie star
is not
important
to me. I don’t want to bea big studio
actress. I don’t want to be in the limelight. Ijust
want the opportunity to continue to do
films, play great characters
and work with great
people.
LJ: What was it like working with David
Lynch?
MK: I loved it. David is before his time as far
asa filmmaker. I think he hasa vision that is way
son cilesous Taabentty effobyecodioter
very different. The
oO
is
it was built on risk and here’s a director
who
lives that way. He makes films that are risky.
His vision in “Twin Peaks” is, I found, bril-

liane. I thought it was fantastic.
LJ: Not only have you become increasingly
recognizable over the past few years because of
your screen time, your films, but
alone has also gained

:

openin

children’s thassne 60 hats

divide, bikes

far as when it’s all going to come down, I don’t
know. ved
spats of
‘of directing?

So

you've

Mksidel
and recently I've
worked with the
the fist
ot deer I ever worked
with, Juan Campanella.
me

and said “I really think you should
look into
MK: dlove another shotat Disney. I’dlove
to have the opportunity
to sing in a Disney
movie.
LJ: Do you have any idea where you might

. You've got a great vision.” I don't

know the first thingabout di
he'd be

buthesaid

to help me through it and,

maybe if] find a project I’m really interested in,
I'll give it a shot. But that’s down the road.
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That Rocky Mountain High
@ Colorado schools
seek to descend to sea
level to defend titles
each won last year.

Western State, said in a phone interview from Gunnison that his
team is prepared to challenge
Adams State.

position at the top of the polls.
“Adams State is awesome,”
HSU Coach Dave Wells said.
“When

“We

you talk

against

about

Adams State
all the time,so

By Matt Kropatcie
SPORTS EDITOR

there’s
no
mystique

It must be the thin air.
Two Colorado colleges are
primed to continue winning

close as
you get.
“I watched this team two or three

at Saturday’s NCAA Division II

years ago win as freshmen and
sophomores.”

Cross Country Championships in
McKinleyville. The field for each

Ranked behind the Grizzlies is

the men’s and women’s races will
include 17 teams and 132 runners.
Adams State will attempt to win
its fifth straight national title on the
women’s side after a season-long

Abilene Christian, which placed
secondin 1995, and Western State
from Gunnison, Colo. Duane
Vandenbusche, head coach at

there,”

: Hil

TM

ooeeseee

to challenge for a top three finish.
Favorites to win the individual
titleinclude Western State’s Nicole

Jefferson, the 25th-place finisher

See Favorites, page 31

e's

Course

top 10,” he said.

Bhatt Cowpatich:

Cal Poly Pomona, the topranked men’s team in the West
Region this year, originally finThe fact thatthe HSU men’s
and women’s cross country _ ished 1 2thatlast year’s national
teamsprobably won’tchallenge meet, but moved up one spot
duetothedisqualification ofan
for a national title Saturday
Abilene Christian athlete, savdoesn’t diminish the impor-

7

tance of the meet for the ‘Jacks.

ing HSU from a potential di-

The six teams from the West
Region, including HSU, will
carry the burden of scoring in

__saster in 1996.
| “That would have been bad
because we would have only

the top

11 at the

NCAA
championships.

Each of

quali-

teams
fromthe
ge

e
don’t
“Most of the peopl
’
i
know this course, and I'd

Gre.

say we know this course

said.
“And

—_ intimately.”
country’s
six re-

guess
DAVE WELLS
gions is
yw hh
HSU cross countrycoach
guaranwas the
teed one
third-place team?”
automatic qualifyingspottothe
Wells said that the West Renational meet and is given one
gion should place Cal Poly and
more spot for each team inthe
HSU in the top 10, but that
top 11.
Hawaii-Hilo’s fifth runner will
For example, the West Retothe have to race well to help his
gion qualified four teams
1995 championship but just team.
“We'll certainly root for
three to the 1996 meet because
them,” he said.
only two ofits teams finishedin
Wells said the HSU menwill
the top 11.
Coach Dave Wells said he _ have to race an equal pace the
whole race to place well since
wouldliketoseetheregiongain
there won’t be any familiar
a spot for both the men’s and
teams by which to gauge themwomen’s sides next year.
selves. The home course
“Weprobablydon’thaveany
See Region, page 31

but we are all threats to be in the

When Hunt ruled

:

Legendary coach knew nationals

e,
Beau Pre Golf Course ¢ McKinleyvillCalif.

@ Jim Hunt brought @

the nation a plethora of times.

:
:
toHSU
al title
nation

Healso
=i,

in his 20 years of

Conover, win an individual

:
coaching.

November 23, 1996:

- 11 am. men's race, 12:15 p.m. women’s
Men’s course is 10,000 meters (2 loops).
Women's course ts 5,000 meters (1 loop).

Brepatch

ee

A total of 264
Thirty

individual competitors will be selected.
-four teams of seven individuals — at least one
s 13 individuals
— plus
each of six region
team
(at least two individuals from each region) will make
up the men’s and women's fields.
PETE CHENARD

fied two

:

-

teams that will be dominant,

Ribidid
dud bdid
Sub dub dubdibdi
5

he

said.
Vandenbusche said he also expects Lewis University of Illinois

NCAA National meet map and facts

coccoe

run

West Region to face
serious task at meet

GRAPHICS EDITOR

Former HSU cross country

Coach Jim Hunt knows what
it’s like to be a national contender.
Hunt, who coached at HSU
from 1967 to 1987, led his team
to a national title in 1980 and

placed teams in the top five in

Olympian

NCAA title in 1981.
Now a coach at Sierra Colleg

—_—_——

athwatched one ofhisMark

in

Rocklin, Hunt is sea-

al the ways of championships. In a phone interview
from Rocklin, Hunt gave his
views on the national championship meet.
“It’s a chance for your outstanding people to show what
they can do outside of their

See Hunt,
page 33

the Lumberjack
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Soccer loses in national quarterfinals
Despite outshooting the Rangers, 13-9, the HSU women’s

soc-

cer team lost to Regis University,
1-0, Saturday at home in the
NCAA Division II quarterfinals.

bounced
Regis’
the ou
utes into

off a side post.
Heather Sawyer scored
goal of the game 26 minthe first half on an assist

by Jenny O’Brien. The

‘Jacks

missed a shot that would have tied

played solidly the rest of the game
but failed to score.

the game with less than two minutes remaining when Terra

Regis (15-4-2) will move on to

The ‘Jacks (11-4-5) narrowly

Primavera headed a

ball that

the semifinal round to play the winner of the South Region.

KEITH SHEFFIELD / LUMBERJACK STAFF

KEITH SHEFFIELD / LUMBERJACK STAFF

Liz Ortiz, 4, dribbles past Natalie Rodgers of
a team-leading
seven goals.

ended
the season with Annabel Dostal, 11, battles a Regis University opponent for the ball during Saturday's NCAA quarterfinal game.

Chico State Wildcats bid ‘adiew’ to NCAC
@ Longtime HSU rival
leaves conference for
greener pastures in
prestigious California
Collegiate Athletic
Association.
By Chetstine Rogley
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS EDITOR
The athletic program at HSU
faces a dissolution of its conference with the announcement Fri-

day that Chico State has applied to
the California Collegiate Athletic
Association.
Three other schools from the
Northern California Athletic Con-

ference have also applied. If they
are accepted Stanislaus State will
likely apply, leaving only HSU,
State and Notre Dame
come fall 1998.

“It’s a devastating
move. It could
mean the demise of our program
Sore men’s basketball Coach
n the non-scholar-

AC
into the
ina more favor-

able position for recruiting.
being away games for HSU teams,
“The competition offered by the resulting in higher costs for the
CCAA and anathletic scholarship
athletic department and more
program will increase the attrac- stress for students.
tiveness of Chico State athletics
“We're not in an attractive
events for the Chico community,”
tion,” Wood said. “If we don’t bestated Chico State President Manual Esteban in a
press release.
“It's unrealistic to think that we
No plans for HSU’s athletic program have been
can fairly compete with a league
made at this point in rethat’s giving aid to their teams,
sponse to the applications.
“As of now the plan is to
which all present CCAA schools
look into the requirements
of the CCAA and see what
do. That level playing field
is needed,
and then we may
ask for an invitation to the
doesn’t exist.”
conference,” said Scott
Nelson, director of athlet-

ics. “We've been waiting
to see what other people

ence alignment
will affect scheduling and competition. If HSU
doesn’t find a new conference, it

will becomeani
school
and have to ask other schools to

compete outside of their normally

scheduled conferences.
Fora school in this location, the

games would most often end up

will have difficulty in ‘Fecruiting
our sister institutions
now,”
Cheek said.
“As coaches we will be confronted with a person trying to
make
a decision between
Chico and HSU, and
given the future of our
institution we will lose
that person. We're in an
indefensible situation,”

he said.
Nelson said the option
of moving to a scholar-

ship granting program
will be addressed in the

TOM WOOD
men’s basketball coach

coming weeks as the department seeks campus
input through advisory
committees
and coach re-

sponse.

do.”

The impact oflosing the confer-

upgrading their program, and we

come active in forming a new conference
or holding
onto the present
one, we could find ourselves out in
the rain.”

Softball
Coach Frank Cheek said
the situation has placed HSU between a rock and a hard place.
“We have been able to attract
our share of excellent athletes in
the NCAC. Chico knows they are

“We will discuss the
possibility of scholarships, but

that’s not our highest priority. The

important issue is to have a sched-

uled conference alignment,”
Nelson said. “I don’tknow ifthey’d
even consider inviting us into the
conference unless
we offered schol-

arships. It does put us ata disadvantage if we don’t.”

Cheek and Wood both said they

are concerned about the level of
competition that would be facing
HSU if the NCAC dissolves.
“It’s unrealistic to think that we
can fairly compete with a league
that’s giving aid to their teams,

which all present CCAA schools

do. That level playing field doesn’t
=

Wood said.

*ve been at HSU four different
det and this is the most critical athletic problem to confront
the administration,” Cheek said.

“Ifwe are to maintain our leadership in athletics in the Western
United States, we must move for-

ward and align ourselves in a con-

ference that enables student athletes to achieve excellence.”
The deadline was Friday to ap-

ply to the CCAA, but Nelson said
HSU may not be held to the deadline considering the position it will

be in.
“I think we're in a positive

tion if the other schools we

cepted. With their support, we
could possibly join the conference

create a strong north-south

rivalry,” Nelson said.

This decision would affect all

sports except for football, which is

not offered at any CCAA school.
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Tollack led the "Jacks with 16
points each.
The Jacks (1-0, 0-0) will take
on Western Oregon State on
Thursday in the East Gym at 8
p.m.

By Ryan Commins

¢ Obscure college basketball
score of the week: Grand Valley State 95, Madonna 71. It
must be pretty tough driving to
the hoop with those pointy
things on your chest.

F

¢ The HSU football team

must not have known that St.
Maryis the patron saint of routs.

ee cee
Ree

e Imagine if Elvis Grbac was

i

abad quarterback. Then Willie
Brown would REALLY have
something to gripe about.

TUMBERIACK STAFF
¢ Yeah, I canreally see Danny
Ainge turning the Phoenix Suns’
season around.
¢ Is it too early to rule out an
82-0 season by the Bulls?
¢ Chicago, land of Al Capone
and Bugs Moran, now has the
most infamous personality ofall:
Albert Belle.
e I’m betting that $10 million
a year won’t be enough to make
Belle friendly.

Favorites
* Continved
from page 29
in 1995, and Adams State’s Nikole

Sterling and Kim Bugg.

Onthe men’s side, the Colorado
connection should be solidified

with a second straight champion-

ship from Western State, at 7,703
feet the highest school in the nation.

“We like to think the higher elevation will be of benefit to us,”
Vandenbusche said.
The Mountaineers have been
ranked first in the nation the whole
season, a fact Vandenbusche said
adds no burden to his team.

“There’s no extra pressure of

_ being ranked No. 1,” he said. “Our
guys have been there before.”
Hoping to stop the Mountaineersis South Dakota State, Cal Poly
Pomona and Lewis. Wells said
Kennesaw State of Georgiaalso has
the potential to place well, due
mostly to the presence of several
foreign athletes.
“They appear that they’re pretty
legit,” he said.
Thomas Korir of Abilene Christian is a favorite to win individually, but may be challenged by other
runners, including Hamish Smith
and Andy Bruckner of Western
State.

Women’s basketball
preps for tourney
The women’s basketball team
opens its season this weekend
at Chico State to participate in
the Coslet Classic tournament.
The Jacks, coming off a 9358 win over the alumnae team
last weekend in an exhibition
game, will open their season
against Regis University on Friday, the first day of the threeday tournament.
Tami McCanless led the
*Jacks with 18 points in last
week’s exhibition game.

Men’s basketball
wins opener
The men’s basketball team
started its season last weekend,

beating Southern
Oregon State,
80-66.
Matt Trepinski and Toby

Volleyball splits
final matches
After beating Stanislaus State
on Friday, the women’s volleyball team lost its final game on
Saturday, falling to Hayward
State.
.
The ‘Jacks (13-21, 4-8) beat
the Warriors in three games on
Friday, 15-4, 15-10, 15-12.

On Saturday, the *Jacks fell
to the Pioneers in five games,
12-15, 14-16, 15-9, 15-0, 15-

9. Both matches were held in
the East Gym.
The *Jacks finished the season fifth in the NCAC.

Football ends season

with loss to Gaels
The football team finished
its season last weekend, losing
to Saint Mary’s College, 49-6.
Committing seven fumbles
in the game, the "Jacks (3-7, 13) were held to 105 net yards.
The ‘Jacks only points were
scored by their defense after a
Gaels turnover.

thejack@axe.humboldt.edu

CLOSING SALE
Eureka Branch of

Voted #1 Sports Bar On The North
Coast 2 Years Running

FAMILIES WELCOME!
¢ Big Screen
¢ Darts,
Pool Foosball

LES

Au
Backpacking
Bicycling

Sa

Watersports

7 TV.'s

e Interactive Trivia & Sports

Owners: Mary & Chip Stewart
109 Fouth St. « Eureka, CA
#445-9327

408 F Street ¢ Eureka
Limited to stock on hand
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Region—
© Continued
from page 29
should help the ‘Jacks, however.
“Most of the people don’t
know this course,” Wells
said, “and I'd say we know

this course intimately.”
The women’s team will be
helped byavery familiar UC
Davis team.
“We'll use people we
know as markers,” Wells

said.
Assistant Coach Jennifer
Peck, herself the seventh-

place finisher at last year’s
Division II championships,
said the women’s team is set
to place well Saturday.
“The women are prepared for this,” she said. “I
think they’re ready to run
the best races of their season
this week.”

The
Lumberjack.
lUs nota
personality
flaw, it’s a
TRLcemell

being.
BOOKS
¢ ART ¢ GIFTS

SP

dasa
ae tO

From the locker room ...
Men’s Basketball

and JeffBohrman, who will most
likely redshirt this season because of a persistent hip joint
problem.
¢ HSU represented one of
only two home losses last sea-

Nationals Week.” Arcata also
a similar resolution.
¢ Melody Haas should be
healthy for Saturday’s meet after suffering torn ligaments in
herankle a couple of weeks ago.

Thursday’s opponent.

Basketball

* | Utah

¢ Offensive lineman Chris
Butterfield was named NCAC

Ellen Wahle, Tami McCanless,

offensive player of the year, joining seven teammates on the all-

Teresa Farmer,
Erin Bishopand
Sarah Trobee.
¢ Bishop has been sick but
played well last week.
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Texas

A total of 264 athletes from the above regions will descend upon
Humboldt County for Saturday’s NCAA Division II National Cross
Country Championships.

Got Wood Chips?
Library

EAST
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conference list, four on offense
and three on defense.
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Football

¢ The starting lineup for
Friday’s game is projected to be

the

GREAU
KO

ing this week “Cross Country

son for Western Oregon State,

After

Regigns

¢ The Humboldt County
Board of Supervisors recently
passed a proclamation declar-

Pete Dumesnil, Adam Carewe

Village

and Women’s

NORTH
CENTR/

Cross Country

¢ Three ‘Jacks are injured:
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Division li Men’s
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Anchor Steam
$1.25
$2.25
$5.50
glass

$.75

pint

pitcher

$1.75
$3.50
Bud & Miller

THURSDAY

Botanical Oils
Floralite—A vivid bouquet
of flowers and scents to

tantalize your senses.

$.75

“ -

of home with a massage or

glass

pint

ecented bath .. . in Magie,

$1.25

$2.00

Enhance the soft pleasures

Pyramid
Apricot Ale

Nuit d’Amour, and Fruits
_ de Ia Passion.
1031 Hi St. ¢ Arcata

822-3450

ON

THE

$3.50
pitcher
$5.00

PLAZA

ARCATA

—- einaatins University (Pa.), Edinboro University (Pa.)
~~ : Lewts Unlbersty an. Truman State (Mo.),

Ashland University (Qhio), Bouthern
h —

* »iid@arieato
*

south

‘

al Missouri. »
ta State, North Dakota State,

foutheast

fe
a

.

=

'

Kennesaw State (Ga.), North Florida University
Lewis University (Ill), Northwest Missouri,

University of Wisconsin-Parkside

| Nerth Central — south Dakota State, Universityof
North Dakota.

State (Minn.), University of

South’Dakota.

—

|

South Central — western State (Colo.), AdamsState (Colo.),

.

:

Contral — _ Western State (Colo,), AdamsState (Colo.),
_
Abilene Christian (Texas)

Abilene Christian (Texas), Fort Hays
State (Kan.), Texas A&M Kingsville

West— Seattle Pacific. UC Davis, Humboldt State

West— ‘cal Poly Pomona,i pProeretty of Hawaii-Hilo

East — Jan Blake, East Stroudsburg (Penn.);
Tonya Dodge, Albany (N.Y.)

East — Ross Nelson, SOuthern Connecticut:
Pete Closener, Stonybrook

Southeast —

Southeast —— s Stantslov Jordinov, North Florida;

Jennifer Fisher, St. Augustine;
Tanya Simpson, West Florida

William Levett, North Florida

: Great Lakes —

Great Lakes. = Jurmaine Mitchell, Emporia;

Ben Mulvaney, Missouri Rolla

-

North Central =—
&

North Central —

Greg Sorensen, Saint Cloud;

South Central — Brian Bailey, Fort Lewis;
©

South Central —

TJ. Trout, Fort Hays; Deen Johnson,

University of Nebraska-Kearney —

West _ - Ban Reed. UC Riverside: Mark Mcmanus,-UC Davis
aM

ANNUM

Bad Boy Bill Presents Vol 2-Bangin’ The Box

Heidt Reed, Augustana:

Barenaked Ladies
Cassel

Rock Spectacie
°

Chesnutt,

Three Sopranos
Greatest Hits

Stacy Johnson, Augustana

“Eric Whiteets, Minnesota Duluth
»

Laura Witek. Saint Josephs:
Susan'Simon, Central Missouri;
Sonia Blauketer, Missouri Southern

cS

Anna Swier, New Mexico Highlands

Oru Hill
Oru Hill
Flesh N’ Bone
THUGS
Green, Peter Green & Guitar-Best
Of 1977-81
Hooker,
John Lee -

* Carol Erwin, Colorado School of Mines

= West—: Martha Pinto, Cal State Los Angeles;
Loupe Bermudez, Cal State Los Angeles

,

Mark

Live At Cafe Au Go-go

Ra
om

Judds

PETE CHENARD / GRAPHICS EDITOR
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Greatest Hits

Hunt
© Continved
from page 29
region,” he said. “It ranks you nationally.”
Hunt said he only took teams to
the national meet if he was sure of
success.
“IfI didn’tthink we hadachance
at top five, we didn’t go,” he said.
In 1980, Hunt’s team finished

second in the regional championships, but the loss didn’t dampen

his spirits.
“We were beaten in the regional
meet pretty good by Cal Poly,” he
said. “But I made the prediction
that we would be contenders.”
When

the race was finished,

Hunt said he was cautiously excited, despite the fact other people
were telling him of the HSU victory. HSU had, in previous years,
lostafter originally being congratu-

lated for victory, Hunt said.
Hunt said winning a team championship was the highest peak of
his career.
“It’s really just a very gratifying
experience,” he said.
Hunt said coaching Conover to
avictory at the 1988 U.S. Olympic
marathon trials was another highlight of his life, especially since
nobody picked Conover to win.

4

t

“It was just a private thing between me and him,” Hunt said. “I

was probably as ecstatic as I could

get.”

Despite his multitude of national

meets, Hunt was never able to host

nationals. He said being awarded
the honor of hosting the championship meet is a “reward.”
“It goes along with having good

Vol 4-From Tha Priority Vault

teams,” he said. “It’s also just a

great place to have a meet.”

Robinson, LC ‘Good Rockin’ Mojo In My Hand
Screeching Wease!
Bark Like A Dog
I've Gotcha Covered
Skandaious
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House Of Music

Wit Dat S**t
Treva
Pre-Millennium Tension
Tricky
Ghetto Symphony
Villian
Carry it On
Wolf, Kate
Zapp & Roger -
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Oeep

O'Neal, Shaquille
You Can't Stop The Reign
Pavarotti, Luciano & Friends War Child
Prince
Emancipation
Rap-A-Lot Records Tenth Anniversary Rap-A-Lot R
Rapmasters Vol 3-From Tha Priority Vault
Rapmasters -

Compilation: Greatest Hits li
Zorn, John Film Works 5: Tears Of Ecstas’
6: 1996
Flim Works
Zorn, John
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HUMBOLDT L1-0 vs. Regis in NCAA playoffs at HSU
on Saturday.
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x-SonomaSt
HUMBOLDT
CSU Chico
UC Davis
CSU HAYWARD7
Notre Dame
5
SF St.
4
CSU Stanislaus 2
MEN’S SCORES
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WOMEN’SSTANDINGS HNC |
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8
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0 12

21
19
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2
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7
4

10
8
11
13
13
20
3

‘Dovel $1 v0 SF St

Sonoma St. W 3-0 vs. Stanislaus, L 3-0 vs. Hayward
HUMBOLDT L 2-3 vs. Hayward W 3-0 vs. Stanislaus
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CSU Hayward

Chico
St. 25 SonomaSt. 20: Chico took a 22-6 halftime lead and held on as
Sonoma rallied but fell short in the second half.
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St. Mary's49 HUMBOLDT 6: The Gaels ground the ‘Jacks into wood chips
as HSU only managed 105 total yards of offense.
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EDITORIAL
Student input low priority
-sssmeserasseamsweumsonssaneamen

in administration plans

oy

There seems to be a trend developing here at HSU.

It looks like the way things have been working this semester are as follows: a member of
the upper echelon of the school’s administration will develop what he sees as a
groundbreaking idea, it will get filtered through the appropriate bureaucratic channels and come within an inch
of final approval before it dawns on the administrators
that maybe it wasn’t such a good idea after all.
After the hits and misses of the One-Card proposal, the
administration believes the third time’s the charm. This

Teel

time around, the bright idea is merging the College of Behavioral and Social Sciences with

the College of Arts and Humanities, creating the appropriately named College of Arts,
Humanities and Social Sciences.

College of Arts and Humanities Dean Mark Rocha claims that the merger will make it

easier to improve general education, develop interdisciplinary programs, develop curriculums which have a foreign lariguage component, improve advisement to students and

purchase technological resources such as computers.

Itis true that all of these categories need improvement. In fact, some of them need drastic
improvement. However, two colleges don’t need to be merged in order to do so. Why

doesn’t the administration attack these issues head-on instead of citing them as side
benefits to an unnecessary action? If these issues are of top priority to the administration,

why are they taking a back seat to a waste of time, money and resources?
Provost Alfred Guillaume has said that the merger will create a “more interactive
learning process toward critical thinking, toward analysis and toward looking at human
society.” How about providing us with some actual concrete reasons for the merger?
And speaking of us, why hasn’t the student body been consulted in this merger? Why

does it always seem that students are the last to know about changes that will severely

impact their academic career? Were students involved with drafting the idea for the OneCard or discussing the Trimester proposal? No. It was only well after the proposals had
been made that students were finally allowed to have a say in the matter.
And look at the results. The One-Card proposal was ultimately rejected because of
student input. It seems that the administration has adopted a mindframe which dictates
that students are only here for four or five years anyway, so who cares what the hell they
think. Wrong. The student body will always be here. Unless, of course, the totalitarian
vision of the university’s administrators drives it away forever.

Letters to The Lumberjack
Young Republicans:
were they set up?
Ihost “Tuesday Night Talk” on
KHSU 90.5 FM, ourlocal National

Public Radio affiliate.

On Oct. 29, I invited the members of MECHA, the Black Stu-

dent Union and the Young Republicans for a debate on Proposition 209. I was the moderator and

asked occasional questions to fa-

cilitate the debate. The next day, I

was told by one of the Young Republicans that I “set them up.”
I asked myself if my
ions

were balanced and objective. I
talked to professors, colleaguesand
listeners in the community to sec if

my questions were fair. Three professors
that my questions

were not biased

and that they were

balanced and fair.
Here are some of the questions:
( 1) I thought quotas were uncon-

KingJr. were alive today, do you
think he would support or oppose

affirmative action?
My greatest concern as a public
affairs broadcaster is to present the
issues by including all voices and
not to just set someone up. Democracy requires debate, discussion and deliberation. Therefore,

I believe my quest for balance and
fairness in my position is not only
necessary but a duty and requirement.
I stand behind my questions and
welcome any responses —

drl1@axe.humboldt.edu. Other-

would we have access, for the first

time, to cheap and tasty food, but
it would also bea lot healthier than
the food served at the grill in The
Depot.

wise, it is not my objectivity that

Better service, better food, and

must be questioned but the sub-

the ability to buy a real lunch for
less than two dollars. We need
Taco Bell now!

jectivity of those who criticize me.
Douglas Lindsay

political science senior

David LaRue
social work junior

Editor’s note: TNT broadcasts

from 8 to 9:30 p.m.

stitutional according to the Su-

preme Court ruling in Bakke v.

out to have been sitting solong that
the fat in the meat had already
started to solidify — disgusting!
They did offer a healthier option; a chicken burger for a bonechilling $3.25. Who does The Depot think we are, rich Stanford students?
I came up with the perfect solution. We replace the grill in the
Depot with a Taco Bell. Not only

Board of Regents (1978). If I am
Looks like a case
wrong, please explain. (2) Can you
give me an example of where affir- of Depotphobia
mative action programs have kept . I just returned from The Depot
someone from being admitted to and was shocked at just how bad
California’s public higher educa- the food choices are in there. I
tion system? (3) If Martin Luther boughta$2 hamburger that turned

As local paper lags

"Jack comes through
On the day after the election
(Nov. 6), I waited eagerly at my
home for a certain local evening
daily paper to be delivered. I did
not know the results of the California ballot propositions and was

sure I would find the answer in that
paper.
To my dismay, the editor of that
paper had decided not to publish
the results of the propositions nor
were they announced on a certain
local TV evening news program.

issue were also pithy and significant.
Altogether, the staff outdid itself
on Nov. 6. Thanks.
Val Phillips, Ph.D.
music department chair

But, lo and behold, when I ar-

rived on campus Thursday morning, I found The Lumberjack, and
inside was a complete listing of the
proposition results. SoI would like
to commend you on your timeli-

ness and your responsible action.
Fred Cranston
physics professor

... and one more
pat on the back

See Letters,
page 36

The Lumberjack
welcomes letters on
any
. All contributions
must be
ived by 5 p.m. the Friday before
publication
date and can be mailed,
delivered,
faxed or e-mailed to:

The

Arcata, Calif, 95521

Your Nov. 6 issue was a class
act. It was a very fine piece of work
on election results and analysis.
Having read the paper since
1967, ’'ve-come to expect that the
The Lumberjack staff will do wonderful stuff come election time.
Though your work had to be done
swiftly, it was done with professional sureness. The analytical aspects were perceptive.
By a fortunate confluence, the
letters to the editor in that same

oil cartoons, anecdotes and jokes
include the writer's name,

ible and
address,

telephone number, major and year.
Occupation must be included if the

contributor is not an HSU student.
- Submissions will not be returned and

publication is not guaranteed.
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OPINION

Jackson Garland

Letters

Putting the driving nimrods
in the proper right of way

* Continued
from page 35

There are some damn idiot drivers in this town.
I don’t know what it is about Arcata that brings.out the worst in
drivers, but there are some nimrods on the road who really need to go
back to driver’s ed.
Those of you who I’m talking about, you know who you are. Let me
do you and me a favor and give you a couple of pointers about driving
around in this town we call home.
1. There are ONE-WAY
STREETS in Arcata! Was
anything about that last statement unclear? That means
cars driving on these streets
can only go in one direction.
Please look for the big black
and white arrows that designate which streets are one
way.
It’s amazing how much of a problem this becomes during parent
weekends and graduation. If I had a nickel for every parent-owned
Lexus, Saturn or Camry I’ve seen turn the wrong way down a one-way
street, I’d have a lot of nickels. Every reader needs to cut this article out
and send it home to the folks so we can avoid this sort of thing in the
future.
2. There are big, red signs usually found at the corners of intersections. They. are not there just to look pretty. Believe it or not, they
actually serve a purpose. What’s their name, you ask? It’s our good
friend, the STOP sign. Just to make things crystal clear, stop is the
opposite of go.
And to the asshole who drives a white Ford Tempo that nearly killed
me and my car two weeks ago, there is a stop sign on Seventh Street
when itintersects G Street. It would be nice ifyou actually stopped there
once ina while and let those who have the right of way proceed through
the intersection safely.
Green Acres is the place
for

me...

What’s up with recent commercials using television show theme
songs from the 60s? Over the past week I’ve counted at least three
different instances of popular °60s sitcom and drama show themes
adorning °90s advertisements.
America Online has a new commercial out that’s got a catchy version
of “The Jetsons” theme. Ford has incorporated the “Green Acres” title
music into an Explorer commercial and AT&T, not to be outdone,
lifted the music for its latest pavement-surfing commercial directly from
“Hawaii Five-O.”
I think we're in for some interesting commercials if this trend keeps
up. I can just imagine turning on the television and seeing a commercial
for Purina
Chow that’s set to the theme of “Mr. Ed.”
Or better yet, how about a pro-life commercial that utilizes the title
music from “Eight is Enough.” (Yeah, I know that’s a’70s show. So sue
me.)

The one drawback to all this? Viewers of“Nick-at-Nite” won’t know
whether they’re watching old television shows or new commercials that
have stolen the old theme songs.
the face of evil ...
Want to find out if one of your friends is the Antichrist? Then check
out the “Antichrist Detector,” the latest in World Wide Web humor, at

http://www.kaol.com/users/paulj/666/gates.html.

This site assigns numbers
to specific letters ina name through various

systems and if

the numbers add up to 666, then the person in question

better have some explaining to do.
For example, if you convert each letter of Bill Gates’ name to its

respective ASCII code number (ASCII is a computer language, by the
way), the sum of all the numbers is 666. This actually doesn’t come as
much of a surprise.
Anyway, other names which add up to 666 through various number
you knowit,
assignment systems include Ben, Kurt, Sam and, wouldn’t
Hitler.

him at
is editor in chief of The Lumberjack. You can e-mail
Garland
ing! @axe.humboldt.edu.

Friendly white male
speaks up on race
Now that Proposition 209 heads
to the courts, I am left wondering
what the result will be, as well as

Pa| el

RIOR

quested by me.
As far as me being “ignorant of
parliamentary procedure” concerning the RHA, I received my
information direct from both the
current RHA president and last
year’s president.
I do think that McDonald’s perspective of Housing may be colored by the fact that he worked as
a living group advisor under the
direct control of Housing for over

what was the motivation for passing it in the first place.
The entire situation surrounding Proposition 209 reminded me
a year.
ofthe atmosphere that surrounded
We hope that through dialogue
Proposition 187 a few years ago; with all interested student groups,
the bitter battle between the have ‘ wecan come toa consensus on the
and the have nots, the intense emotext of the resolution, which I hope
tional appeal to do what is right we will resubmit to the A.S. Counand the sad results
in the polls prov- cil soon.
ing that we do not care for those
who are more disadvantaged than
Charles A.S. Douglas
ourselves.
business admininstration/
What do people think will bepolitical science sophomore
come of such laws? Do they truly
believe that society will change for
Religious zealots
the better?
As race relations continue to
need more restraint
clash around the nation, I, as a
white, middle-class, American
male, am scared of the impression

I am getting fed up with the
people who get in my face pressurthat my peers are giving to the ing me to attend some religious
world. Passing laws discriminat- movie or function.
You know the folks I’m talking
ing against gay people isn’t going
to make them disappear, and de- . about, the religious zealots who
stand at the top of the stairs leading
nying poor childrenaschoollunch
to the quad near the university
isn’t going
to alleviate poverty. We
white men are in fact barricading book-store. I’m on my way to get
some food or to buy yet another
ourselves upagainst
our neighbors
expensive textbook,
and then there
instead of being friendly.
is this guy in my face trying to hand
Howlong
can thisgo on? Where
is the point of no return of the me some religious propaganda.
Don’t they take days off?
insult that cannot be forgiven?
Why can’t they just sit quietly at
We, as a society, as a world,
their little desk and let those who
need to answer these questions
before it is too late. We need real are interested in religion approach
them?
equality — economic, educational
I would think that they would
and in the quality of our lives. It
sooner or later become sick of besounds nice, doesn’t it?
ing rejected. What is even more
annoying is the fact that the same
Nick Tomb
guy gets in my face every time I
_ political science junior
walk up or down those stairs. If I
didn’t want the religious propaganda the first thousand times,
Housing contract
what makes him think I’m going to
attack misquoted
take it this time?
I find nothing wrong with reliThis letter is in response to the gion. Some people need it. But not
letter titled “Attack on housing everyone enjoys having it shoved
contract unfair” that appeared in in their face day after day.
the Nov. 13 issue of The Lumber-

jack.

Forrest McDonald’s first point
was that more than
200 signatures gathered thus far
in support of the resolution is not
significant. I gathered those signatures over a space of four hours,
and five people turned me down. I
remind you that 110 students
turned out for the last residence

hall election.
The article in The Lumberjack

had a factual error in that it kept
replacing Housing and Dining with
Residence Hall Association. Unfortunately, this correction was
never published even though re-

Erik Schlobohm

psychology junior

Cavalry arrives

to defend the ‘bitch’
I am writing this in responseto
the pasty politically correct attempt
to smother the “True confessions

ofaninsensitive bitch” article(Oct.
6) by one of HSU’s finest writers
this
semester,
Shannon
Mortensen. I cannot believe how

perturbed Gretchen Mack became
at Mortensen’s article.

Holy cow, if you think Arcata’s

stereotypical “just say yes to mushrooms crowd” is sacred, you still
have a long way to go in life.
Mack says that Mortensen
doesn’t like political correctness.

Let me set the record straight on
this political correctness crap. It is
one of the most hideous bandwagons that anybody ever jumped on.
Mack says that PC merely avoids

stereotypical and offensive lanage.
What it really does, in my opinion, is create language thatis bland,
reserved, phony, spineless, colorless, annoying, watered-down,
safe, sidestepping and inhuman.
Would you want your life to be like

that? Do youlikelife plain or would
you like a little hot sauce on it?

Being honest and expressive is far

more important than making sure
that the fewest toes get stepped on.
When Mortensen says that she

doesn’t participate in cultural diversity, I really don’t think that she
is being racially uptight. I think she
is just not into folkadelic, pseudo-

rasta, pseudo-hippy, panhandling

scenes.
Mack accuses Mortensen of further hypocrisy because she does
not go to parties based on the num-

ber of kegs but nonetheless still
goes to bars to drink cheap beer.
That’s nothypocrisy, that’s merely
a bad decision.
A party with more kegs would

have eithermore peopleand maybe
run out of beer or have less people
and probably not run out of beer.
Either of these situations is better
than running out ofbeer quickly or
having less people to trample your
lawn and still running out of beer.
Mack then worries about how
this school sucks because there are
too many white people in it. If you
really want to meet people of different cultures, just travel. And
don’t forget to avoid tourist spots
and to pay attention to people with
income levels different from your

own. Only then are you going to
know what the word diversity truly

means.

When Mortensen says that she

thinks that good personal hygiene
is not overrated, Mack then applies her own obscure reasoning
and says that Mortensenmust
com- -

pletely shave off all her hair (her
head as smooth asa billiard ball)or
be declared a hypocrite. I think
Mortensen
is just saying that Arcata
is a place where you can smell
people before you can see them

(even when there’s no fog), and
some women are saving money
when it comes to buying
leg warmers.

Frank Riley
environmental resources
engineering senior
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Which way leads to happiness?

As the end of the semester gets closer, many of us are graduating and on our way out in to
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Staff Column

[Ger

experience other places and ways of life first?

If I get a job right away, I'll always wonder what it was like to travel or just work at a ski
resort for one season.
Graduatin from college can bea very stressful experience. Many
I’ve talked to a lot of people who have already graduated and
and not sure we're ready to work nine to five. Senn
of us are CO!
established career to seek advice.
When | told my parents | was moving in Ofan course
There’s so much in life I’ve wanted to experience for my own
most of them say the opposite of what my parents
pleasure, but I picked the college route and that’s all I’ve ever
to Colorado after | graduated to work say. Ineed to experience the unknown and then I'llbe ready for
:
known.
a real job.
ata ski resort for the winter season,
Most of us have gone to school our whole lives and don’t know
There are so many opportunities and options. It’s hard to
of anything else.
know which one to take. I would classify this as the hardest time
parentstellinguswe'dbettergetarealjobrightaway they had a fit.
our ve
Weha
in my life because I know whatever I choose could affect me
or all the money they spent on college will have been wasted.

the “real world.”

Now that I’ve graduated, where do I go now?
I don’t even know if I want a job in my major. Everything seems so confusing and

everything is in the air.

[know I’m not the only onein this situation. I’ve talked to alot of confused graduates with
pressure eating at them from every end.

When I told my parents I was moving to Colorado after I graduated to work ata ski reso rt
for the winter season; they had a fit.

They said they couldn't believe I went to college for four years to be a ski lift operator.
They said all I wanted to do was play and wasn’t taking life seriously or growing up.
All of this is beside the point. I know I'll establish a career some day. Why can’t I

Prop. 209

Full of BS
Although I am not American, although I am not a
woman and although I am nota minority (in the sense
that minority means here), I am totally against Proposition 209.

The first time I

read it I thought:

Staff Column | Beautifulwor.dsbut
And
;

G.

Hi gu dear

evilintentions

thatis the only truth
about this new law.

Nobody with common sense can think that every-

body has the same possibility of getting a job, not in
this country and not in all the countries I know.
Affirmative action was one ofthe things I would like
to bring to my country (Spain). We have the same
problem there. Being a minority, a woman or even
having little money, itis pretty tough to compete with
other people more fortunate, despite the preparation

and qualifications you have.
Here the differences are bigger. Minorities have a
lot of problems even to go to college, so please cut the
bullshit about being all equal. There is no equality in
this country, there is no equality in the whole world.
The simple fact that some racists supported this

proposition is enough for me to say that it sucks, and

that it is one of the worst things that could happen to
the already-punished minorities.
When Proposition 187 passed, I thought I had
seen the worst in people concerning the insensitivity
of not helping others. But this is why I find there are

still a lot of things that surprise me.
During Columbus Day, I saw signs that said how

the Spaniards killed thousands of people during their
conquest of the Americas. When I read those things,
I was hurt because of the insensitivity of people who

try to make a point by insulting other races of
people.How many people did the white man kill

around the world with his diseases and his wars?

How many cultures have died because of greed for
money and power?
People I know were more worried about passing
Proposition 215, and that is all I need to know about

the values of those people.
No retreat! Support affirmative action.

_ Gustavo Higueruela is a journalism sophomore.

Mom

forever.

I asked my parents what’s wrong with moving to Colorado for six months while I wait to
get into a teaching credential program?
After many long hard conversations, they finally said they'd support me either way.
I just want all graduating seniors out there to know they aren’t the only ones scared to
death and confused about what path to take.
My advice for you is to follow you’re dreams, always remember who you are and go for
it. Experience is the best kind of success for your future.
Cook is a journalism senior

Beware of bad advice

What more wondrous beauty
and encompassing harmony
can be found in Nature
than that of a Mother’s loving gaze

I guess bad advice and people to disBefore Walt Disney amassed his empire, he created the first cartoon called pense it have always been around, but it
“Steamboat Willie.” After developing seems that it is more of a scourge today
his art and style, Disney had an idea for than ever.
upon her-child?.\""\,
and
Negativeadviceis called criticism,
Who can render amore ri jestic service the first feature-length cartoon. It would
cost a lot of money because every frame it is indulged in by all sorts of people.
than she who joyously takes/up the
had to be painted by hand and Disney This type of advice should never be
impossible ‘task of nurturing
regarded seriously
had the highest stana young soul to maturity?“ ’
dards of quality and
The-waters of Life ctash ahd break
a. So
realism. The Bank of Staff Col A m i
on the-rocky outcroppingsof youth.
seek it out. The
America refused to
Yet, steadfast in herlove,
cruel irony, of
loan Disney the
she stands as'arainbow,
course, is that critimoney for this venture
the delugé will not come
promising
cism never helped
claiming
that cartoons
... and the stream goes ever on.
desperation.
And when thejourney nears completion, were something you got for free when
Positive advice is called encourageyou went to see a “real” movie and that
she looks upon her child with a watery
noone would pay to seeacartoon. Disney ment, and even this, at times, can be bad
stare
for you. Friends who persuade you to
managed to raise the money and “Snow
as he leaves towards distant lands.
White and the Seven Dwarfs” was not have one more drink for the road are not
But before they part ways,
a favor, and assuaging
her child turns back ’round, clasping her only an instant success which has doing you
spawned thousands of imitators, but re- someone’s fear with false hope can be
hand,
mains such a treasure to Disney that it fatal.
and says, “Oh dear beloved woman,
However, advice of any kind should
rarely if ever has been shown on televiyou have my everlasting gratitude.”
be given and accepted reluctantly, with
sion.
“Easy Rider” was a counterculture the disclaimer that, in the end, it will be
When the angel spoke
movie made in the ’60s. After it was as often wrong as it is right.
Disease
It’s like when you were 10 and your
released, Peter Fonda and Dennis HopWar.
and ridiculed mother asked you to put on a jacket
per were roundly criticized
Hunger
because they dared to actually play songs before you went outside to play and you
ended up carrying itaroundall day. You
Racism ... violence of all types.
during the movie — not movie m
This is God showing
songs ofthe time. Ofcourse, soon learned that even the most wellmusic buthit
His will.
nowadays “Easy Rider” is recognized as intentioned advice can be wrong.
take a good look
So this Thanksgiving
So that humanity may know
a cult classic which anticipated the muthe greater purpose
sic video, and it is difficult, ifnot impos- at who you are and decide what will
your
in which we must play our part.
sible, to find a movie that doesn’t have a make you happy. Give thanks for
you.
loves
This is what happens
hit song or does not have popular music strengths and a family who
Don’t take yourself too seriously, but at
when energy is misused,
in it.
the same time never take criticism too
when resources are hoarded
Because of critics, Herman Melville
of what makes
and when love is not realized.
lived most of his life thinking “Moby seriously either.Keep sight
be
Do not pay heed to foolishness!
Dick” was a miserable failure and that you happy and whats fun, and never
discouraged by what people may think.
Do not pay heed to ignorance!
his first novel “Typee” was his best.
That’s not my advice, only a suggesThe hour has come,
Edgar Allen Poe, who died a pauper,
is that
our need is great,
was paid a total of $14 for his immortal tion. The difference, of course,
people don’t make a living giving sugoem “The Raven.”
the threat is real.
It can happen to you, to us
And Michael Jordan had to sit out a gestions.
+. easily.
season because someone thought that
Kamm is the opinion editor of The
the
make
to
enough
good
he was not
Lumberjack
Jeffrey Sidman
|_religious studies senior

high school basketball team.
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independence?

For free info call

kayak. Introduction
to sea kayaking
with a trip to the islands and ruins of

822-7247.

ASTROLOGY, NUMEROLOGY
TAROT READINGS.
Resolve
those burning questions. $45 per

scale.

Fred Pasner 839-9392.

WORD PROCESSING AND
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES.
Personal records organization and
management.
Bill paying/bank

443-2099.

adult;

-aging medications shakes/bars,

DID YOU KNOW UNDERGRADS
AT HSU ARE DOING GENETIC
RESEARCH? Come check it out

chromium (3 types; pure OPG,s
(grape seed) and green tea
antioxidants; melatonin (sublingual); 100% pharmaceutical
grade DHEA ( not from yams).
New products: 1.
Delicious

chewable

vitamins;

at the Cell-Molec Bio Journal Club
on Wed. Dec. 4th, 5-6pm Sci B

135. Reception following.

2.

concentrated fruit and vegetable

juices; 3. unique arthritis formula;
4. blockbuster
spray of 66 colloidal
minerals. Our road to great health
also ends up with a monthly check
if you desireto MLM. No entrance
fee. We nurture you. For info call
(800) 499-7183.
11720

FOR

RENT

APARTMENT, NEAR HSU, large
main room of a shared unit, 1/2
bath, large closet. Available 12/6.

$285/month, $300 sec. dep.
Please call (707) 499-1625.

RIDING LESSONS—Ages 4 thru
beginners,

jumping,

dressage
based on communication
with the horse. School horses
available. Indoor arena. Caroline
at Freshwater Stables 826-1125.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO BEGIN
EATING
AN
ORGANIC
SUPERFOOD which cleanses,
nourishes and regenerates your
body. Reported benefits include
more
, increased mental
clarity and improved overall well
being. Try it for yourself
with a 60
day 100% money back guarantee.
For more info call (800) 927-2527
ext. 3830

MUSIC

in the tradition of Old World Craftemanship

IBENEZ SR 800 BASS AND
CRATE BX 160 AMP. Both in like
new condition. Bass $500, amp
$350 or $800 for both. Call soon,
as they will go quickly. 822-3332.

Service through action

IBENEZ ELECTRIC
GUITAR, fine

Auto Welinese™

tuning, 24 frets, like new. Must
see to appreciate. Asking $300

Eco-Tuning™

I'LL BUY YOU
A BEER!!! If you've
found my Driver's License. Call Bill

826-3259.

OBO.

Call 822-8952.

wcrisp 17" E-Machines $750. Mac

licx 5/40w Sony 13° $525. Classic

11 4/80 $295. Quadra 630 12/250
CPU $650.

New Global V

14.4 fax/modem $55, StyleWriter

printer $125.

Color Stylewriter.

SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's your area.

Toll free (800)

898-9778 ext. A-8201 for current

OUTDOOR GEAR EXCHANGE
is accepting consignment for
mountaineering,
climbing,
backpacking, kayaking, skiing,
snowboarding; including factory
seconds (new
and used). 1360 G

St. Arcata. 822-2562.

listings.
1985 VW JETTA. $825 call Dave
for info at 822-3819.

WANTED
COMPUTER
DESK or nice sized

IBM COMPUTER

CLONE—286

with DOS 5, monitor, printer and

more, only $195 and up.

445-

SOFT COMFORTABLE
COUCH
folds out into hydabed only $50
OBO. Please
call kelly at 822-

desk in good condition. Price range:

up to $100.

Leave message 269-

§593.

PROFESSOR AND WIFE NEED
TO RENT APARTMENT with
cooking facilities within close
distance
of the Arcata Plaza
from Dec. 21st to Jan. 10th. Susan
or Donald 677-0909 evenings or

826-2323 days.

26FT WILDERNESS FIFTH
WHEEL TRAILER.
Fully selfcontained, includes trailer hitch.

Really nice! Must sell! Sacrafice
$2900 OBO. Will consider trade.
442-5197 evenings.
SIERRA DESIGNS
4 SEASONS
TENT. Expedition
fly, under 8ibs.,

$250. Sierra Designs
single wall

water proof one man tent. Under

HOUSING

WANTED

1 BEDROOM OR STUDIO in
Arcata. Willing
to take over lease
from January to May. Call Joyce
822-7899.

Sibs., $80. Please
call 826-1382.

1967 FIFTH WHEEL, 24 1/2FT,
extra clean, park approved in
Arcata at a low fee! Have your
own privacy
for $5,700. 826-7106.

2-Fiour

E-G Glide Processing

B18 Henderson,
Gpodtaiiaing

4

Trinitron color, cache
card $650 or

443-9868.

AUTOMOTIVE

account reconciliation. Letme help
you get organized. Kathie Roe

blockbuster products: soy-based
antioxidant
and other vitamins; anti

12/11

hour. Salina Rain 443-1912, KHSU
Sunday Night Astro Forecaster.

MACINTOSH COMPUTERS,
Mac
lici 6/120 system w 13° Sony

eu.

sauna/studio. Clam Beach, sliding

822-0672.

JOIN DR EARL MINDELL for our

private

HUM-BOATS, 444-3048.

ovr

intuitive touch,

deep

systems.
Macs for the Masses!
Jim Elferdink 677-1946.
121

SS

tissue,

THERAPY,

Arcata Bay. Sunday 11/10. $20.

MACS, MACS, MACS—Macintosh
consulting, repair affordable used

SS

POLARITY

Liturgy Sunday at 10am and
Saturday Vigil at 7:30pm.
St.
Innocent Orthodox Church

(800) 927-2527 ext. 3830.

BAY by sea

fureka: 442-9293

ta Quality fialdhiag + ta Gelondiy Wondorssin Genter

Henderson Center Photo Uses Kodak® Products

ESCOR?

=

EXPLORE the ancient Christian
faith—Orthodoxy. Inquirer's class
meets Wednesdayat 7pm. Divine

EXPLORE NORTH

st

healing while attaining financial

ANNOUNCEMENTS

IN

wi

global

advertisements requesting moneybe
sent or giving a credit card number
over the phone, you may want to
contact the local Better Business
Bureau to verify the authenticity
of the
company. The Lumberjack will not be
responsible for the validity of any
offerings advertised.

MASSAGE

=|

and

to

A

na

INTERESTED IN
WITH A TEAM,

RESPONDING

ENJOY

ARCATA.
Massage transmits
healing energy by caring human
contact.
Foot-Reflexology, 2nd
degree Reiki.
Gift certificates
available! Reidun Olsson CMP

=

for listings.

FOR SALE

SERVICE

w

free (800) 898-9778 ext. R-8201

transportation. No experience. Toll
free (888) 393-1433 ext. A-115.

BEFORE

THRILLS

=

$1000's POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Parttime, at home. Toll

health

SERVICES

board,

+,

443-1186.

and

D>

Rio Dell. Vital signs (experience
required) and reception (no
experience necessary). Please help

room

|.

people in Eureka, South Jetty, and

promoting

Free

fb

serving homeless and low income

ARE YOU
WORKING

mo.

Alaska crab and

fish industry. Earn $3,000-6,000/

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED on a
regular schedule for mobile clinic

us get through the winter.

HIRING!

OQ

OPPORTUNITIES

NOW

The Lumberjack

THIS WEEK
—_—e

¢ “It’s a Wonderful Life” runs

Music
day has an open mike night with
Marty Flashman and Acoustic
openmike on Tuesday. 668-5933.

° Cafe Mokka hosts Howdy

Tickets are $8 in advance and $10
at the door. On Nov. 29 Hefe’s will
mission is free. 443-4333.

On Stage

e “Harvey”
is atthe
North Coast Reper-

$6-$9.

San

Duzer

Francisco

¢ The Eureka Inn
14th Annual Grand
Unveiling of the 23foot-tall Christmas

Mime

Theatre Saturday

Denn ee baleen eee

,
aan
|
,

2

|

tree at 6 p.m. There
will
be food, live mu-

at

sic and dancing.
Free. 442-6441.
¢ Center Activities and instructor

Dans:

a multi-media play

paae

|

bout

|

Zapatista

Mexicos

Rob Hewitt present
a Thanksgiving

1994

and

end Saturday, Sunday and Monday for
those interested in
migrating and over-

uprising.

S12

SCDLIOVS.

442-

tor

students

O26

Peon

Northwest. A pretrip . meeting is
Thursday at 6:30

p.m. at the Arcata

@IBEF

J

A Happy Thanksgiving & Safe Journey

MAZDA@®TOYOTA
SEQUITUR

6
.

Wishing you...

Jj

Street,

-

<>

;

Maintenance & Tune-ups
Loaner

Arcata

DATSUN

o

Preventive

822 - 3770

513

@®

HONDA

Bikes

0

Available

suUBARU

3

Festival, the movie, “Raider’s of
the Lost Ark,” will be shown in

Founders Hall 118 at 8 p.m. on
Nov. 29. $2 donation. 826-4115.
¢ The Career Center will host a
Natural Resources and Environmental Sciences
Career Day Dec.
6in the Kate Buchanan
Room from
9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 826-5470.

¢ Fred Cranston, nuclear physi-

cist and teacher, will speak at the
Emeritus Lecture Series Dec. 6
in Founders Hall 125 at 7 p.m.
826-5932.
¢ The Humboldt Bay Mycological society will host a Mushroom Fair Dec. 8 from 11 a.m. to
4 p.m. at the Arcata Community
Center. Admission is $1.50 for
adults and .75 for children. 839-

5448.

Workshops
¢ Lost in cyberspace? Internet
drop-ins every Thursday noon-1

"

or every

Thursday 4-5 p.m.
with Sharon Chadwick
in Library 207.
¢ Members of the San Francisco Mime Troupe will lead a
workshop
on political theater Saturday at 2 p.m. at the Dell’Arte
Studio in Blue Lake. Free. 8264411.
¢ The Career Center will havea
workshop on Résumé Writing
Techniques Dec. 4 at 4 p.m. in
Nelson Hall West 232, a work-

shop on How to Find a Summer
Job in Natural Resource
and Science in Siemens Hall 120 Dec. 4
from 7-8:30 p.m. and another
workshop Dec. 5 about Interviewing Techniques
at noon in Nelson
Hall West 232.

Town Hall
Meetings
e Arcata City Council mects
today at 7:30 p.m. in the council
chambers at City Hall.
¢ Humboldt County Board of
Supervisors will meet on Tuesday at 9 a.m. at 825 Fifth St. Eureka.

:

CTO
Mini Storage
eVery Competitive Rates
ePacking Boxes and

Shipping Supplies
eSqeaky Clean
eFriendly Staff
eControlled Access
eEvery Space Alarmed

822-2200
(800) 655-0522

Brought to
eee

at the Library Information desk

(OtIN(

Marsh Interprative Center. 8263357.
¢ To help raise money for
Humboldt’s International Film

:

MarthaJohansen;
meet

| 180 F Street ¢ Arcata * CA |

tt

oa

é

=
Brakes (Free Inspection & Estimate)
Electrical Repairs ¢ Cooling Systems | u

AUTOMOTIVE

sana

wintering
birds in the

and

i

D

ai

enelen

Waterfowl Week-

recone kom snoncanar!

Dec. 8, Thursday,
Fri- §}
day and Saturdays at
8 p.m. with matinees
Nov. 30 and Dec. 8 at
2 p.m. Tickets are

NCRT.

ral Resources” today from 6-7:30
p.m.
in the Natural Resource build-

froupe willbe at the Van

tory Theatre through

from

hosts a panel discussion on “Opportunitiesin Fo
and Natu-

Friday hosts their

lhe

the Van Duzer The-

826-3928.

betan people in Founders
Hall163
today at 7 p.m.
¢ The Peace Corps at HSU

ing 222.

Fa

a

Action will present a slide show
and informative talk and discussion about the plight of the Ti-

uum

Ah-Pah” Thursday
and Friday at8 p.m. in

K

wae

exhibit

org

¢ The founders of Solutions in

Frontier,” with artist Kristin

Players in “Intigueat ff

manne

0278.

¢ The Student Access Gallery
presents an exhibit, “Here at the

willhave a Beet

Brewing workshop

“Mythos-Ceramic”
by Karen Fishburn and Rip Kirby.
¢ The Humboldt Arts Council
continues its exhibit “Inner
River” with curator Richard
Duning in Old Town Eureka. 442-

Cohen through Dec. 12 on dis-

¢ CenterArts presents the Dell’Arte

its

tinues

Grab Bag

have a Punk Night with Grout
and Vegas and Pilipo Phil. Ad-

NON

NEErG@G

ecsa

hine Productions presents Kai Kin
with The Mother Hips Friday.

atre. A mystery/comedy about California
water politics and disappearing salmon.
Tickets are $10 general and $5 for students and seniors.

Discarded...,” by
artist
Arnold
Johnson.
¢ The Storefront
Gallery
in Arcata con-

County,” a play written by Timothy Martin and directed by Aleta
Ash, plays in Gist Hall 2 at 4 and 8
p.m. Dec. 13. The play isa parody
on the “Bridges of Madison
County.” Admission is free.

e Hefe’s welcomes and Earths-

’

an exhibit, “Lost,

¢ “The Culverts of Humboldt

2228.

COAT

Karshner Lounge is

¢ “When You Know What It Is
You’re Doing,” a play written by
Adam Sobsey and directed by
Mary Agnes Krell, runs Dec. 5-7
and Dec. 11 and 14 at 8 p.m. in the
Studio Theatre. It’s aboutawoman
and her dreams, or are they? Tickets are $2-$6.

Emerson Friday at 8:30 p.m. 822-

4

Cafe . Also, in the

725-4477.

hosts the Errol Previde Trio Saturday. 822-5493.
¢ Deep Forest Pizza on Mon-

Dr

So

p.m. in the Siemens
Hall 118 Computer
Lab andelectronictutorials every Monday
8:30-9 a.m. with

play in the Windows

from Thursday to Dec. 21, Thursday, Friday and Saturdaysat8 p.m.

¢ Sunnyside Pub and Eatery

E

Wednesday, Nov. 20, 1996

.

ae

you by’: REDWOOD AUTOM
«

OTIVE'S
se

3

8

quality

friendly

service

Wednesday, Nov. 20, 1996

Apple Slashes Prices for Higher Ed!
PowerMac 5400

|

WAS

NOW

Save

5400/120 Mhz CD 16/1.6 (4518417)...

Macintosh

4

Performa

6400/ 180

PowerMac 7200
7200/120 Mhz CD 16/1.2 (4628118)

PowerMac 7200 PC Compatible
7200/120 Mhz PC Comp CD 16/1.2 (s443La)

While suppies lost

7600/132 Mhz CD 16/1.2 (us346i1/).......
PowerMac

:

879

en

|

a
PowerMac

9500

Dm

;

a.

9500/180 Mhz om CD 32/2 (M5399L1/A)

:

a

-

acniiiendion ammee anil

° Internal fax modem

to

sical

28.8-

14.4-Kbit/s dachrnic ctnabindin sn tahersaledial

RS Boh tepet cig

*
Ftp
.

Mhz CD 32/2 (s397L1/a)
9500/200

(MS167LI/A)

fy Features

a

8500

oad
of RAM (BMBon logic board and 8MB in one
[ib * Comes wth 1648

i

See:

DIMM socket)

* Internal 1.6GB IDE hard disk drive

Only

$ 1,

Prices are for HSU Students, Staff, and Faculty ealy. Proof of enrollment or employment is required. lems may be subject to availability from manufacturer.

769

The computer

industry is fast paced and changes occur daily. As a result, the HSU Bookstore cannot be held responsible for any change in price, or updates to product lines, after the
merchandise
has been purchased. All items are not necessarily carried as regular stock and may require special ordering. Therefere, all sales are final; ne refunds. Prices

are subject te change x any time.

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS* TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS«

COFFEEHOUSE
e CAPPUCINO
e PASTRIES
e FIREPLACE

e JUICE BAR

Vita

it

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS

)

Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 pm.
Fri & Saf: noon to | am
¢ GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE «

Aa “

}, ARCATB

« CALL

822-2228

FOR

RESERVATIONS

rs

ae

ey
*
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